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Abstract 

Statistical Machine Translation system is a great need of different multilingual 

countries like Nepal. But, one of the major bottlenecks in the development of Statistical 

Machine Translation systems for different language pairs is the lack of bilingual parallel data 

used for training such systems. Such parallel data contains the more or less exact translation 

of some source language sentence to the target language sentence. This is what we call 

parallel corpus used for training the Statistical Machine Translation System. There are such 

parallel corpora available relatively for few language pairs, for few domains and in limited 

size. Constructing such useful parallel data manually for different language pairs, different 

domains, and of sufficiently large size and good quality is really costly both human and 

monetarily. 

It is parallel corpora may be the scarce resource, but comparable corpora are the rich, 

diverse resource that are readily available in several domains and language pairs. These 

corpora consists of a set of documents in two different languages which are not the exact 

translations of each other but contain somewhat related and similar information on the same 

topic. Such texts in large quantities can be found on the Web, good examples are online news 

agencies like CNN, BBC, etc. 

In this dissertation, a method is proposed, which lets us to exploit such diverse 

resource: comparable corpora in order to extract the parallel data from them in an automated 

manner. The proposed method first tries to tokenize the documents at paragraph level and 

then candidate target sentences for each source sentence are obtained by using the sentence-

length based method. After that the best match among the candidate sentences is made based 

on the bilingual dictionary. It has been observed that the quality and the number of words 

present in the bilingual dictionary enhance the accuracy of the model for the creation of 

parallel corpus from the comparable corpora. 
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Objectives 

The major objectives of the research proposed in this thesis are: 

 To find the best alignments for the source (English) sentence to the target (Nepali) 

sentence from the given comparable documents. 

 To reduce the complexity required to generate the parallel corpus for English-Nepali 

language pair that is very much essential component in the field of SMT (Statistical 

Machine Translation) and various other fields of Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

It is not difficult to find such parallel texts written on paper, but of course, they are 

useless in machine translation studies. Thus this thesis is concentrated on finding 

good quality parallel texts on digital environment and hope that it will save lots of 

time for collection of good quality parallel data in future studies. 

 To achieve significant improvements in the SMT system by adding our extracted 

corpus to the already available human-translated corpora. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Introduction 

It is the true fact that Nepal is a multilingual, linguistically dense and diverse 

country with rich resources of information, where there are peoples who speak 

different local language (or mother tongue languages) like Nepali, Doteli, Maithili, 

Bhojpuri, Newari, Hindi, Tharu, etc and also follow different cultures. So there are 

different native languages with different no. of speakers. Not only Nepal, in most of 

the countries of the world, there are various languages with thousands of native 

speakers are being spoken and there is no any single dominant language spoken by the 

public. In this scenario, it require various textual materials like as school books, user 

manuals of different products, official documents, etc to be published and/or written 

in different local languages so that all peoples can equally get the desired education, 

information and knowledge. Therefore, in such situation knowledge of different 

languages is essential. Not only knowledge of different languages but also the faster 

and efficient automated natural language processing is the most essential thing. This 

is the most dominant factor for the requirement of Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) and Computational Linguistics (CL) which helps to solve the problem in an 

automated manner, efficiently and with a great speed. 

Thus, among the various applications or fields of NLP, machine translation 

(MT) is applicable for handling such critical situations. Among the machine 

translation systems, the Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system is so much 

popular to handle this kind of problems though there is Example Based Machine 

Translation System (EBMT) [19] or Rule Based Machine Translation (RBMT) system 

as well but it requires much more knowledge of different rules of linguistics [9; 19]. 

For the SMT systems, which are almost data-driven techniques, we require a huge 

amount of parallel data in the form of training data to perform the translation in a 

correct and efficient manner. Such a collection of data which is specially used to train 

or test the SMT systems is given a special name called parallel corpus (parallel 

corpora in plural) [4; 23; 24]. 

The methods based on data-driven techniques take a more important place in 

the research field of NLP these days, which require enough parallel corpora with high 

quality [4]. Parallel corpora are the foundational resource in data-driven NLP, which 

has a direct impact on the effectiveness of various technologies such as statistical 
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machine translation, cross-lingual information retrieval, and automatic lexicon 

generation [4]. But it is disappointed that there are only few parallel corpora publicly 

available today and most of them are very small in size, are for narrow areas 

(domains), cover only few limited language pairs and are really out-of-date meaning 

that not updated with current new terminologies or the vocabulary [4; 12; 24; 25; 26]. 

It is very much costly both in time and human labor to construct such parallel corpora 

of large scale and high quality which constraints the increase of parallel corpora. 

However, the rapid development of the Internet and the extreme communication 

between different countries gives hope that we can construct such parallel corpora 

automatically by extracting information from the web as well [4].     

Bilingual corpora are not always readily available for Nepalese languages. 

However, the author in paper [2] gives an overview of some of the major primary 

resources and applications developed in the field of NLP for the Nepali language and 

their prospective for building advanced NLP applications. The paper also discusses 

the different approaches used by the current applications in NLP and their coverage 

including their limitations as well. 

Though enough monolingual data is available for most language pairs, it is the 

parallel corpus, well suited for everyday life and domain adapted translations is the 

sparse resource [30]. That is why the proposed thesis tries to generate such parallel 

corpus automatically from the comparable corpus, so that it could be used in the field 

of SMT systems for the English/Nepali language pair and could generate the different 

foundational resources needed for the multilingual NLP in the context of our country 

Nepal. 

 

1.1. Natural Language Processing 

Natural Language Processing is state-of-art technology that is in huge 

expansion these days. Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer 

science concerned with the interactions between computers and human (natural) 

languages. NLP has significant overlap with the field of computational linguistics, 

and is often considered a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). NLP is a discipline 

that aims to build computer systems that will be able to analyze, understand and 

generate human speech as well. Therefore, NLP application areas are: Speech 

Recognition (speech analysis), Speech Synthesis (speech generation), Document 
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processing as information extraction & summarization, Machine Translation, Dialog 

systems (typed and spoken) and many more. [3; 9; 19] 

 

1.2. Corpus 

A corpus is a large set of texts, where we assume the texts are stored 

electronically, in a given file format and character encoding, without any formatting 

information, eventually provided with metadata and/or linguistic annotation, which is 

useful for linguistic research [28]. Such corpus may be of different types like 

monolingual corpus, bilingual corpus or multilingual corpus depending upon the 

number of languages used in them. A monolingual corpus is a corpus of texts in one 

language. A bilingual corpus is a collection of texts in two different languages where 

each of one is translation of other. A multilingual corpus is a corpus of texts in more 

than one language [19; 28] 

 

1.2.1. Parallel Corpus 

A parallel corpus consists of document pairs that are more or less exact 

translations of each other. It is a bilingual corpus consisting of texts organized in pairs 

which are translations of each other, i.e. they include the same information (parallel 

texts) and especially are aligned at the sentence level [1; 13; 24]. It is a collection of 

sentences in two different languages. Among those two languages, one is considered 

as the Source Language (SL) and another is the Target Language (TL). The sentences 

in the TL are translations of sentences in the SL. The problem of sentence alignment 

means finding out which TL sentence is the translation of which SL sentence. An 

aligned parallel corpus is a collection of such pairs of sentences [31]. 

As we know, parallel corpus can be symmetrical and asymmetrical. 

Symmetrical parallel corpus normally contains one-to-one sentence correspondences 

between source and target languages. Whereas, asymmetrical parallel corpus contains 

a large proportion of one-to-zero/zero-to-one, one-to-many/many-to-one sentence 

correspondences in the corpus as well [5]. 

The most well-known parallel corpora are Europarl, JRC-Acquis multilingual 

parallel corpus, the OPUS corpus, etc [1]. Other available multilingual parallel 

corpora are developed in the framework of projects of Multilingual Corpora for 

Cooperation (MLCC), the Integrated European language data Repository Area 
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(INTERA2) eContent, SEEERAnet and so on [12]. Most of the parallel corpora 

available for only few language pairs and among them most of the parallel corpora 

contain English as one of the two languages in them. 

 

1.2.2. Comparable Corpus 

A comparable corpus is a bilingual corpus consisting of texts organized in 

pairs (comparable documents) which are only approximate translations of each other. 

In a comparable corpus, the document pairs are not exact translations but have similar 

vocabulary; that is texts in two different languages that are similar in content, convey 

overlapping information, but are not translations [1; 13]. The prototypical examples of 

comparable texts are two news articles in different languages which report on the 

same event. They are (most often) produced independently, but express overlapping 

content, and are therefore likely to contain some parallel data. Similarly the different 

publications which publish the same book in different languages, etc also can be 

considered as the sources of comparable corpora. 

Potential sources of comparable corpora are multilingual news reporting 

agencies like Cable News Network (CNN), British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), 

Al-Jazeera, etc or multilingual encyclopedias like Wikipedia, Encarta, etc [24; 25; 

30]. Such comparable corpora are widely available from Linguistic Data Consortium 

(LDC
1
), in particular the Gigaword corpora, or over the web for many different 

languages and domains, e.g. Wikipedia [24; 25; 30]. Reliable identification of these 

pairs would enable the automatic creation of large and diverse parallel corpora [30]. 

However talking about Nepal, such comparable corpora can be taken from different 

news portals, news papers, books designed for some school curriculum that are 

published both in English and Nepali, user manuals of different products, etc. The 

degree of comparability of different documents varies, but we believe that the more 

comparable the corpora are, it is more useful for various NLP research task because it 

can be exploited to get the different desirable results like as parallel sentences, parallel 

documents, parallel words or sub-sentential data from it [32]. 

 Figure 1.1 shows one example of comparable corpus. It shows the articles 

published on the Kantipur Publications Pvt. Ltd.‟s website www.ekantipur.com for 

                                                
1 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu 

http://www.ekantipur.com/
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both Kantipur Daily and The Kathmandu Post Daily on Dec-25, 2011. These articles 

report on arresting three peoples by the police along with time bomb. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: - Two comparable texts [News on same topic found in an online version of 

Kantipur Daily and The Kathmandu Post, Published Date – Sunday, Dec-25, 2011] 
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1.2.3. Domain-Specific Corpus 

A domain-specific corpus (or in-domain corpus) is a corpus of texts from a 

given domain [28]. Such corpora provide very high amount of accuracy when the 

testing data comes from the same domain in which the system is trained but if used 

with some out domain data then the accuracy falls very down. 

 

1.2.4. General-Domain Corpus 

A general-domain corpus (or out-domain corpus) is a corpus of texts 

containing general language texts, i.e. texts from no any specific domain [28]. If such 

corpus is used for any SMT system, then the accuracy can be found in a quite good 

amount for any general domain test data, because the system is already trained with 

the general domain corpus. However, no such corpora are available even for the 

languages which are being spoken by most of the peoples of the world like for the 

languages English, Chinese, Arabic, Dutch, French, etc. So it is really difficult to have 

such corpora for the language which are popular among very few peoples and spoken 

by very few peoples like for the languages Nepali, Newari, Bhojpuri, Tharu, etc. 

The corpora that are of interest for the work presented in this thesis are those 

which are not parallel, but do contain parallel data which can be of use for Statistical 

Machine Translation (SMT) after processing them. In order to obtain SMT training 

data, one must extract a set of parallel sentences from such comparable corpus, which 

serve as the parallel corpus needed for SMT systems [24]. The major task of this 

thesis is to find the good parallel data from the comparable corpus available in huge 

amount. 

 

1.3. Motivation for the Dissertation 

The lack of previous work on parallel texts extraction in an automated manner 

between English and Nepali is the most important motivation for making a research in 

this field. That is; the motivation behind this work is the lack of a very useful resource 

parallel text, which is essential and the most important for parallel translation. Parallel 

texts are useful essentially in any cross lingual NLP fields but they are most 

particularly important for SMT systems, where they provide the training data from 

which the system learns everything it knows about translation [1; 24]. Such collection 

of parallel text which is especially known as parallel corpus is a scarce resource and 
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requires very much effort to generate manually for certain domain or for certain 

language pair. And to our knowledge, there are no any tools which generate the 

parallel corpus automatically for English-Nepali language pair that is why most of the 

parallel corpora which are being used for various tasks related to NLP, are generated 

manually. So, if it (parallel corpus) could be generated automatically, for the language 

pair English-Nepali, it would definitely help for various NLP related research works 

in Nepal. This fact really motivated me to perform the research in this particular topic. 

The chart in figure 1.2 shows that the total number of speakers of different 

languages. The data about the different languages and the number of speakers of the 

language in different countries of the world can be found through Ethnologue
2
. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: - Languages and Speakers [34; Ethnologue] 

 

Similarly, the chart shown in figure 1.3 describes the total number of words of 

a language translated into English. It describes that even there are languages which 

are spoken by hundreds of millions of speakers don‟t have parallel data available to 

the research community for the NLP related tasks especially SMT. It means that 

Nepali is one of the low-resource language for which there are no any parallel data 

available as well. 

                                                
2 http://www.ethnologue.com 
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Figure 1.3: - Languages and Parallel Data Available [34] 

 

Thus, the figure 1.2 and figure 1.3 shows the statistics about the languages 

which are being spoken by maximum number of speakers even don‟t have sufficient 

volume of parallel data. Also there are various languages which neither do have large 

number of speakers nor do have such parallel resources to the research community for 

their development. 

 

1.4. Applications of parallel corpus 

Sentence-level aligned bilingual parallel corpora hold a huge amount of 

linguistic information and this is the reason why they have several applications of 

high importance, especially in the field of NLP like Cross Language Information 

Retrieval (CLIR), Machine Translation (MT), Lexicography, Language Learning, 

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), etc. [18; 30; 35]. In order to be applicable or 

useful; those resources must be available in reasonable quantities, because most 

application methods are based on statistics rather than the exact rules of the 

linguistics. Unfortunately, such parallel corpora are often scarce resources: limited in 

size, language coverage and general domain data. The quality of the results depends a 
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lot on the size of the corpora, which means robust tools are needed to build and 

process them [3; 4; 12; 19; 20; 24; 25; 26]. 

Some major application areas of parallel corpus are described briefly in the 

following section: 

 

1.4.1. Machine Translation 

The translation of some source language to target language automatically 

using computer is the machine translation. The major resource used for the automated 

translation is the parallel corpora, so they are used as a training corpus in various 

automated translation systems. Machine translation systems require bilingual lexica 

from which to get translations of terms. The well known data-driven approaches to 

machine translation are basically two: Example based machine translation (EBMT) 

[19] and statistical machine translation (SMT) [29; 30]. 

So far, the maximum use of parallel corpora is in the field of SMT, that is; the 

parallel corpora provide indispensable training data for SMT and the basis for SMT is 

basically word translations. The lack of bilingual parallel training data is one of the 

major bottlenecks in the development of SMT systems for most language pairs. Lately 

the use of bigram or trigram models [19] has been practiced because translations are 

not always one to one correspondence of words and also because such sequences of 

strings or phrases lead to sentences faster than the word to word translations [19]. 

 

1.4.2. Cross-language information retrieval 

Cross-language information retrieval is a subfield of information retrieval 

dealing with retrieving information written in a language different from the language 

of the user's query. Information Retrieval (IR) systems search and retrieve relevant 

documents based on a user query. Mono-lingual IR systems find documents only in 

the language of the query. For example a query in English that includes the term 

AIDS in English will not find possibly relevant information in other languages [18; 

29]. Nowadays, Google like search engines have started embedding cross-language IR 

systems. It is the parallel corpora which are the most essential things for developing 

such IR systems. Information retrieval systems that retrieve documents from more 

than one language can use bilingual lexica by which query words are translated and 

the search is carried out in different languages. For example, a user may create their 

query in English but retrieve relevant documents written in Nepali. 
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Domain specific bilingual lexica, particularly, provide very useful support in 

getting the sense of words in a specified context. Such kind of bilingual dictionaries 

are simply generated by searching repeated co-occurrence [19; 29]. 

 

1.4.3 Word sense disambiguation 

The task of word sense disambiguation (WSD) is to determine the correct 

meaning, or sense of a word in context, i.e. the process of determining the correct 

sense of a given word in context is called word sense disambiguation. Many words in 

natural languages have multiple meanings. It is important to identify the correct sense 

of a word before we take up translation, query-based information retrieval, 

information extraction, question answering, etc using that word. For example, the 

word ‘bank’ can be ‘any organization that provides various financial services, for 

example keeping or lending money’ as well as ‘the side of river, canal, etc and the 

land near it’ [18]. 

Word sense disambiguation is the process of identifying which sense of a 

word is used in any given sentence, when the word has a number of distinct senses. It 

is a fundamental problem in natural language processing (NLP). Given a word-

aligned parallel corpus, the different translations in a target language serve as the 

sense-tags of an ambiguous word in the source language. The outcome of word sense 

disambiguation of a source language word is the selection of a target word, which 

directly corresponds to word selection in machine translation. [19] 

 

1.4.4. Computer-assisted language learning 

Computer-assisted Language learning (CALL) refers to programs designed to 

help people learn foreign languages. CALL is an innovative approach of second 

language acquisition. Natural language processing has been enlisted in several ways 

in CALL: including carrying out bilingual text alignment so that a learner who 

encounters an unknown word in a second language can see how it was rendered in 

translation. Parallel texts can help the language learners to know the grammatical 

patterns of a language in advance. The grammar of two languages can be compared 

with the help of aligned texts so that the language learners can take benefit on 

language understanding. [19] 
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1.5. Thesis Organization 

After giving the brief introduction of parallel and comparable corpora, their 

applications including the dire need of such parallel corpora in the context of a 

country like Nepal, the rest of the material presented in this thesis is structured as 

follows. 

Chapter 2 gives a review on different types of alignments can be found on two 

comparable documents along with the definition of problem for the proposed study. 

The review of the literature related to the dissertation including the different related 

works and works done related to sentence alignment are described in detail in Chapter 

3. This chapter provides the knowledge regarding the different methods used by 

different researchers to solve the problem of sentence alignment in both parallel 

corpora as well as comparable corpora. 

The Chapter 4 provides an implementation overview of the different phases 

used to align the parallel sentences from the comparable corpus in order to generate 

the required parallel corpus. The empirical analysis of parallel sentence extraction 

model is made in Chapter 5 where the different test measures are taken in order to 

suggest the solution. The results of sentence alignment are shown using the bar 

diagrams along with different measures. 

Finally, Chapter 6 focuses on the conclusion made and limitation and future 

works for the proposed model. Appendix A gives the testing performed on different 

comparable corpora taken for the proposed study with the source code for the 

implementation of the model in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Background 

Corpora are the term used on linguistics, which corresponds to a finite 

collection of texts in a specific language. A collection of text in a single language is 

called monolingual corpus, whereas the collection of documents in more than one 

language is called multilingual corpora. A bilingual corpus is a collection of texts in 

two different languages where each of one is translation of other. A parallel corpus is 

a collection of texts in different languages where one of them is the original text also 

called source language text and the other is the translation of original text called target 

language text. That is, parallel corpora are sentence aligned parallel texts between 

source language and the target language [1; 4; 24]. 

Parallel corpora are the scarce resources for most of the languages which are 

spoken by very few peoples in this world [4; 24]. Even for those languages which are 

being used frequently by majority of the people do not contain sufficient amount of 

general-domain parallel corpus. The domain-specific corpora as well are available in 

rare amount. Now, for English-Nepali, language pair this is further difficult to have 

such parallel corpora. According to the state of the art there are no methods that could 

enable the wholly automatic production of parallel corpora. The method we propose is 

based on statistical sentence alignment on comparable corpora based on both length-

based and dictionary lookup approaches. 

Parallel corpora are very useful resources for the NLP related tasks such as 

machine translation, linguistic studies, information retrieval systems development, 

lexicography, language learning, word sense disambiguation, etc [18; 30; 35]. In order 

to be useful, these resources must be available in reasonable quantities however they 

are not available easily for most of the languages with thousands/millions of native 

speakers; that is; these are the scarce resources not found in sufficient amount for 

various language pairs and are limited in size as well. The other problem with parallel 

corpora is that they cover only few domains and few languages [12; 24; 25]. But, the 

comparable corpora are readily available that, while not parallel in the strict sense, are 

closely related and convey the same information. Such parallel corpora can be 

generated through the alignment of source language sentences to the corresponding 

target language sentences of easily available comparable corpora. Thus the 

fundamental aspects of alignment are described in the following sections. 
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2.1 Alignment 

Alignment is the task of identifying correspondences between the texts written 

in two different languages. Statistical Machine Translation is the data driven approach 

of finding the correspondence in two different languages. The aligned text will play 

the role of data in SMT. Hence text alignment plays an important role to make 

bilingual parallel corpora which will be very useful in SMT. Text alignment is done in 

different levels; it includes document alignment, paragraph alignment, sentence 

alignment, sub-sentence level alignment like word alignment, chunk alignment, 

phrase alignment, etc [19; 24; 28]. Document alignment means aligning the parallel 

documents from source language to target language, paragraph alignment means 

aligning the two documents at paragraph level. Sentential alignment (or sentence 

alignment) refers to alignment of sentences and sub-sentential alignment refers to 

alignment of sub-sentential elements, such as words, chunks, phrases, etc [24; 28]. 

 

2.1.1. Document alignment 

Document alignment is the process of finding the document pair that is 

translation of one another from the collection of bilingual texts [19]. The two 

documents are declared to be aligned only when most of the sentences of the two 

documents are aligned properly between the two documents. So, sentence alignment 

is a declarative factor to identify whether the two documents are aligned or not. 

 

2.1.2 Paragraph Alignment 

Paragraph are often aligned sequentially, i.e. first paragraph of one language to 

first paragraph of another and so on. This might not be always true.  Insertions, 

deletion, splitting and merging may appear on translating the paragraph of different 

language. Paragraph marker is used to separate the different paragraph on the 

document. Sometimes the use of the cognates and collocation is also used to 

recognize translation paragraphs. Aligned paragraph are further segmented into 

sentences [19]. 

 

2.1.3. Sentential alignment 

Sentence alignment is the problem of determining which sentences are 

translations of each other. That is, the sentence alignment is the task of identifying 
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correspondences between sentences in one language and sentences in the other 

language [16]. This task is a first step toward the more ambitious task finding 

correspondences among words. Prior to this step, sentence boundaries must be 

identified in both sides of the parallel documents, by using the process of sentence 

segmentation. A sentence-aligned parallel corpus is one of the two essential data 

resources required for training SMT systems whereas the other one is a TL 

monolingual corpus used for language modeling. In general, all possible alignment 

combinations are allowed: 1-1 when one sentence in one language fully corresponds 

to one sentence in the other language. 1-0 or 0-1 in case a sentence is not translated on 

the other side, or M-N when M>0 sentences on one side correspond to N>0 sentences 

on the other side [28]. Sentence alignment is not trivial because translators do not 

always translate one sentence in the input into one sentence in the output. Another 

problem is that of crossing dependencies, where the orders of sentences are changed 

in the translation. 

Sentence alignment is usually applied on a parallel corpus where the parallel 

texts are assumed to be reliable translations of each other. In this thesis, this 

assumption cannot generally be made because the bilingual resources acquired here 

are comparable corpora, as the parallel texts in such corpora may not be the exact 

translations of each other (for example Wikipedia articles in multiple languages; they 

can but may not be accurate translations of each other, similarly the news published 

by different news agencies like CNN, BBC, etc. in different languages on the similar 

topic may not be exact translations of each other). So, the thesis tries to find the good 

parallel sentences among the different sentences present in the comparable corpora. 

There are well established algorithms for aligning sentences across parallel 

corpora. Some are pure length based approaches, some are lexicon based, and some 

are a mixture of the two approaches 

For sentence alignment, paragraph alignment is performed first, and then 

sentence within a paragraph are aligned. Paragraphs within a document can be aligned 

manually by inserting the paragraph marker within the document. The sentences 

within the paragraph can be aligned to any of the sentences in a cross level sentence 

alignment manner. The possible sentence alignment can be shown in the following 

figure 2.1: 
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English  Nepali 

Sentence 1  Sentence 1 

Sentence 2  Sentence 2 

Sentence 3  Sentence 3 

Sentence 4  Sentence 4 

…  …  

Sentence n  Sentence n 

 

Figure 2.1: Possible Cross Level Sentence Alignment [5] 

 

2.1.4. Sub-sentential alignment 

The sub-sentential alignment is the task of identifying the parallel parts within 

the sentences that may be any word, chunk, phrase, etc. So the sub-sentential 

alignment can further be described as follows: 

 

A. Word Alignment 

The basic approach to sub-sentential alignment is word alignment. 

Word alignment is the identification of corresponding words in two source and 

target language sentences. It is a fundamental component of all modern SMT 

systems where it is used in order to extract a set of translation phrase pairs into 

a translation table. Word alignment is also employed in other NLP 

applications, such as translation lexicon induction and cross-lingual projection 

of linguistic information. Prior to word alignment, word boundaries must be 

identified in both sides of the parallel sentence by using the process of word 

tokenization. Word alignment is the natural language processing task of 

identifying translation relationships among the words in a bi-text, resulting in 

a bipartite graph between the two sides of the bi-text, with an arc between two 

words if and only if they are translations of one another. 

Word alignment is typically done after sentence alignment of already 

identified pairs of sentences that are translations of one another. In general, all 

possible alignment combinations are allowed: 1-1 if one word on one side 

exactly corresponds to one word on the other side, M-N where M>0 words on 

one side correspond to N>0 words on the other side. 1-0 and 0-1 alignments 

are used when for a given word there is no translation equivalent on the other 
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side of the parallel sentence (a word is deleted or inserted on the target side, 

respectively) [28]. The different words of a source sentence are aligned with 

the words at different places in the target sentence. This is clearly shown in 

figure 2.2: 

 

Source Sentence:  

 

Target Sentence:  

 

Figure 2.2:  Word level alignment between English and a Nepali Sentence [34] 

 

Here, in the above example, the alignment of words in both source (S) and 

target (T) sentences is given as: 

Alignment: {S, T} = {1-1, 2-4, 3-2, 4-3} 

 

B. Chunk alignment 

Chunk alignment is the identification of corresponding chunks 

(syntactic constituents, such as noun phrases, verb phrases, etc.) in the two 

sentences. Chunking must be applied prior to this step. The assumption made 

during chunk alignment by using different methods is that the number of 

chunks in both sides of the parallel sentence is more or less the same and they 

can be aligned in a (more or less) 1-1 manner, although in general, 1-n chunk 

alignments are allowed too. Chunk alignment employed in SMT better 

captures local reordering and reduces the size of a translation table [19; 28].  

 

2.2. Challenges of Parallel Corpus Creation 

The problem of creation of parallel corpus actually is the problem of finding a 

source language sentence and its translation in the target language. In the thesis 

proposed, the problem of creation of parallel corpus is actually the problem of 

extracting the parallel sentences from the comparable corpora. This problem is 

ultimately the problem of aligning only the parallel sentences among the several 

खायो आॉप एउटा उसले । 

Mango a ate He . 
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sentences of the comparable corpus. Thus, the challenges of sentence alignment are 

also the challenges of parallel corpus creation. 

The more we can enlarge a parallel bilingual corpus, the more we have made it 

effective and powerful. Providing such corpora demands special efforts both in 

seeking for as much already translated texts as possible and also in designing 

appropriate sentence alignment algorithms with as less time complexity as possible 

[38]. According to researchers in [17] the sentence alignment process has some 

important challenges, they are: 

1. First of all, it is not the case that sentences always align one-to-one. 

Sometimes a sentence may be translated in more than one sentence in the 

other language or some part of a text may be deleted or some additional 

sentences may be added to the text so that we don‟t have matches in the 

corresponding text. Even the existence of a small amount of such sentences 

results in remarkable deviations in the matching of sentence beads
3
 in such 

situation. Because sentences do not always align one-to-one, the sentence 

alignment task is non-trivial [5]. The different sentence alignments may be 

treated as one-to-one, one-to-zero/zero-to-one, one-to-many/many-to-one or 

many-to-many and finding such alignments is really difficult. 

2. Secondly, the structure of the different languages is not same. For example; an 

English sentence “I eat mango” has a translation into a Nepali sentence “भ 

आॉऩ खान्छु”. Here, English sentence has a basic structure of “Subject + Verb 

+ Object” whereas Nepali sentence has a basic structure of “Subject + Object 

+ Verb”. So, in real life, most of the texts have great inconsistencies with their 

translation such as the layout of texts, format differences, omission of some 

part of text and crossovers or inversions in text. Thus, the sentence alignment 

algorithms and programs must be devised in such a way to deal with such 

diverse situations and problems found in sentence alignment. 

3. Finally, the accuracy always depends on the domain of the input text. For 

example an alignment program may give wonderful results when applied on a 

sports text but its success decline dramatically when applied on a scientific 

                                                
3 See section 3.2 for more details on beads 
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text. So, 100% accurate alignments are not possible even if the texts are 

“clean” and easy, which is affected by the input of the text. 

 

The achievement of high accuracy with minimal consumption of 

computational resource is a common requirement for sentence alignment approaches. 

For a sentence alignment program to be called “ideal”, it should be fast, highly 

accurate and require no special knowledge about the corpus or the two languages [5; 

17]. That is, the sentence alignment should also work in an unsupervised fashion as 

well as it should be language pair independent. By “unsupervised”, we denote 

methods that infer the alignment model directly from the data set to be aligned. 

“Language pair independence” refers to approaches that require no specific 

knowledge about the languages of the parallel texts to align [5]. In real world 

achieving all of these goals is a difficult task because of the following characteristics 

of real text [17]: 

1) The paragraph boundaries in the real bilingual text are not represented in a 

similar manner in all cases. Which character is the paragraph separator, it is 

really difficult to identify in the bilingual text. For example in some texts have 

return character at the end of each line. So, it makes the case more difficult to 

determine if a newline means a new paragraph or not. 

2) Sentence boundaries are also difficult to be identified properly because in 

many cases the same letter or symbol can be used as a sentence separator or 

not. That is, there is a variance in the ending and starting characters of the 

sentences at different places in the bilingual text. For example, a period (full 

stop) symbol is not only capable of detecting the sentence boundaries, for that 

we must also know the full meaning of the sentence. There are various terms 

like Mr., Ms., Prof., Dr., etc which also use period sign but doesn‟t mean the 

end of sentences. In addition, the text may have many punctuation errors or 

symbols, pictures, etc. which make it impossible to determine the boundaries 

of sentences without knowing their meanings [17]. 

3) There might not be the case that the bilingual texts have exactly the same 

number of sentences and paragraphs. Some paragraphs or sentences may be 

merged into a larger paragraph or sentence because of the translator‟s 

individual idea and so can‟t say all the bilingual texts contain the same 

structure on sentence or paragraph representation. 
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4) Similarly, there might be different cases where the text may have crossing 

dependencies meaning that the order of sentences is changed in the translation. 

5) In case of Nepali language, the different tools like Part of Speech (POS) 

tagger, Chunk tagger, stemmer, morphological analyzer, etc are not found in a 

fully functioning and freely available form, results the difficulties to find the 

accuracy in some extent to identify the parallel sentences. For a dictionary 

lookup approach, the dictionary mostly contains the root words and their 

translations, so if there is a stemmer, it can be used to find the root word from 

the given word and can be checked in the dictionary. It has the maximum 

probability to be found in the dictionary. 

6) Also, the comparable data always could not be found in digital form. Large 

volume of such data can be found in the printed or hand written form. So we 

need some mechanisms to read such comparable data and present it in the 

digital form so that we could use it for our research task. Such major task can 

be done by using some automatic character recognizers like Optical Character 

Reader, etc. But, there is a chance that, some characters might not be read or 

identified properly by the OCR and lot more problems need to be faced. This 

definitely reduces the accuracy of the system. However, [8] is a research task 

related to handle such OCR errors in some extent. 

 

2.3. Problem Definition 

The parallel corpus is one of the most important resources in the research field 

of NLP especially for the SMT field. The major problem for this thesis is to extract 

the parallel sentences from the comparable corpus to generate a parallel corpus. The 

more we can enlarge a parallel bilingual corpus, the more we have made it effective 

and powerful. Providing such corpora demands special efforts both in seeking for as 

much already translated texts as possible and also in designing appropriate sentence 

alignment algorithms with as less time complexity as possible [38]. 

In this thesis, a method will be presented that enables automatic creation of 

parallel corpora by exploiting a rich, diverse, and readily available resource: 

comparable corpora for the language pair proposed. That is, the presented novel 

method will allow us to extract good-quality parallel data from such comparable 

collections for the English-Nepali language pair. The automatic extraction of bilingual 
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parallel corpus from the comparable corpus mostly depends upon the parallel sentence 

alignment approaches. 

We are given an English monolingual corpus and a Nepali monolingual corpus 

which are comparable to each other. We are assuming that both corpora contain the 

equal number of paragraphs in them. Suppose EP1, EP2, ..., EPn are the English 

paragraphs and NP1, NP2, ..., NPn are the Nepali paragraphs. Each such English and 

Nepali paragraphs may contain any number of sentences within it. In our proposed 

study let us suppose that English paragraph EP1 contains m sentences as ES1, ES2, ... 

ESm and Nepali paragraph NP1 contains n sentences as NS1, NS2, ... NSn. 

Now, for an English sentence ESi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) from an English paragraph EPk, 

there are different similarity scores (probabilistic scores) to align with every Nepali 

sentence NSj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) of corresponding Nepali paragraph NPk, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Such 

alignment probabilities or similarity scores can be obtained by using a different 

strategy described as follows: 

For an English sentence ESi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) from an English paragraph EPk, we 

evaluate the similarity of sentence ESi with all the sentences NSj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) of Nepali 

paragraph NPk. Now, for each English word WEng in sentence ESi, if one of its 

translations in the bilingual dictionary occurs in the sentence NSj, the translation 

count will be added by 1 else it is kept as it is. Then the similarity of ESi and NSj is 

given by: 

 

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐸𝑆𝑖 ,𝑁𝑆𝑗 =
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

max  𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ 𝐸𝑆𝑖 ,𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 ℎ 𝑁𝑆𝑗   
 ------------- 2.1 

 

Where, similarity(ESi, NSj) is the sentence similarity of English sentence ESi 

and the Nepali sentence NSj, length(ESi) and length(NSj) are the count of words in ESi 

and NSj respectively, and the value of function max(length(ESi),length(NSj)) is the 

bigger one between length(ESi) and length(NSj). The value of the sentence similarity 

obtained in this way is in between 0 and 1 and can be obtained different for different 

sentence pairs. The bigger the value is the more similar (parallel) the two sentences 

are [4]. 

Finally, the major problem of parallel sentence alignment is to find an 

alignment A, such that it maximizes the probability over all possible alignments. This 

can be denoted as: 
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argmaxA P(A, S, T) 

Where, A is the alignment, P (A, S, T) is the probability of being target 

sentence T as the alignment A of source sentence S. This probability is the similarity 

score obtained from equation 2.1. Thus, this is equivalent to 

argmaxA similarity(ESi , NSj) 

Thus, the alignment A of a source sentence and a target sentence which has 

the maximum similarity score is the best parallel sentence pair. 

 

2.4. Stages in Parallel Corpus Creation 

The basic steps used for finding the parallel sentences from the comparable 

corpus are shown in the architectural diagram of the proposed system in figure 2.3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: The Architecture of the parallel sentence extraction system [24; 25] 
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The total work is divided into the following stages: 

 

Document Selection 

It includes selection of the two documents that are comparable to each other 

and contain some sentences about the same topic among a large no. of documents in 

the comparable corpus. 

 

Candidate Sentence Selection 

This step is used to select the candidate sentences among the selected two 

documents. As there are no one-to-one sentence alignments in the comparable 

documents, there may be some extra sentences that are not the translations of some 

other sentences present in the source or target corpus. So if we are able to extract 

some possible candidate sentences, it would reduce both time and computational cost 

to detect the correct alignments. Candidate sentences can also be determined based on 

the ratio of lengths of the two sentences. For our proposed model, the candidate 

sentences for a source sentence are the total number of sentences present in the 

corresponding paragraph of the target language.  

 

Parallel Sentence Detection Model 

It is used to compute the possible best translation of source language words to 

the target language words so that it will result in the best sentence-level alignment 

among the taken candidate sentences. For this, the bilingual dictionary is used to find 

the best translations. 

 

2.5. Proposed Model for Parallel Corpus Creation 

The fundamental idea about finding the solution to the problem of 

identification of parallel sentences from the comparable corpus as described in the 

section 2.3 is given in the proposed model shown in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: - Proposed model for parallel sentence extraction from comparable corpus 

 

The best match among the candidate sentences is found by using the domain 

specific dictionary to calculate the highest score of parallelism between the sentences. 

After finding the best match between the source language sentence and the target 

language sentence, the problem of parallel corpus creation is to list the all aligned 

target sentences to the source sentences into two separate files. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. Literature Review 

3.1. Overview 

For any statistical machine translation system, the size of the parallel corpus 

used for training the system is a major factor in its performance [32]. Such parallel 

data are readily available in large amount for some language pairs, such as Chinese-

English, Arabic-English, French-English, etc, but for the most language pairs this is 

not the case. The size of parallel data not only influences the quality of translations, 

the domain of the parallel corpus also strongly influences the quality of translations 

produced from SMT systems [32]. Many parallel corpora are taken from the news 

domain, or from parliamentary proceedings [24; 25; 32]. Translation quality suffers 

when a system is not trained on any data from the domain it is tested on. 

It is parallel corpora may be scarce resource, but comparable corpora, semi-

parallel corpora are the rich resource that are readily available in several domains and 

language pairs. These corpora consist of a set of documents in two languages 

containing similar information. A detailed description of the types of non-parallel 

corpora is given in [13].     

The basic aim of the research made in thesis is to extract parallel data from the 

comparable corpora where the parallel data can be any words, phrases, chunks, 

sentences, paragraphs and even the documents. But, the major goal is to find parallel 

sentences; this could be done by using different sentence-alignment algorithms. There 

are various methods developed for finding parallel sentences in parallel documents-to 

noisy parallel or comparable documents. Therefore, review of some of the sentence 

alignment algorithms is made in section 3.2 and continues with the discussion of some 

approaches used for finding parallel sentences from comparable corpora in section 

3.3. 

 

3.2. Sentence Alignment Algorithms 

Here in this section we consider various methods that are being used for 

aligning the bilingual corpora. Sentence alignment algorithms are mainly used to 

create a sentence level alignment between the two different documents. Most of the 

algorithms are able to align the sentences between parallel documents and some are 

able to align the sentences between non-parallel documents. It is a major idea to 
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consider that the documents are a series of minimal translated units called beads [24]. 

A (p, q) bead, consists of p source language sentences and q target language 

sentences, where p and q can also be zero. Thus, a perfectly literal translation would 

be a sequence of (1, 1) beads; the existence of a source sentence with no any 

translations would be explained with a (1, 0) bead; the existence of a target sentence 

with no any source matching is represented with a (0, 1) bead. Similarly, one target 

sentence which translated two source ones would be represented by a (2, 1) bead and 

so on. Thus, the major goal of any sentence alignment algorithm is to find the best 

sequence of beads that generate the two documents under consideration [24].  

There are many papers published at different places regarding the problem of 

sentence alignment and those papers propose different methods for aligning the 

sentences. But as far as the methodology they use is considered, all of these 

approaches or methods can be classified into following four categories: 

 

3.2.1. Length-Based Approaches:  

Length based approaches do not consider any semantic analysis of the 

different sentences in the process of sentence alignment. These approaches use the 

statistical methods for the task of sentence alignment between the different source and 

target language documents. These methods only consider the length of sentences 

while making decision for alignment. These approaches are based on the idea that 

long sentences will be translated into long sentences and short sentences into short 

ones [6; 15; 16]. The length based approach works remarkably well on language pairs 

with high length correlation, such as French and English. Its performance degrades 

quickly, however, when the length correlation breaks down, such as in the case of 

Chinese and English. These approaches are very simple and the length of different 

sentences is calculated in different manner in different approaches proposed by 

different researchers. Some of them measure the length on the basis of counting of the 

number of characters present in the sentences and some of them count the length on 

the basis of counting the number of words present in the sentences. That is, the length 

is either the number of characters or the number of words present in the sentences. 

Among the various length based algorithms Gale and Church Algorithm [15; 16] is 

the famous one. The Gale-and-Church Algorithm is basically dependent on the length 

of the sentence in terms of characters and the Brown's algorithm [6] is dependent on 

the length of the sentence in terms of words. These methods are very simple to align 
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the sentences. Despite their simplicity, these methods work with a great accuracy. It 

means that these methods are simpler, highly accurate and efficient as well [17]. 

Some of the examples of length-based approaches are described in the 

following section: 

 

A) Brown et al., 1991 [6]: This method aligns sentences with their translations in 

two parallel corpora based on a statistical technique. It is the method similar to 

Gale and Church (see section 3.2.1, part B), except that sentence lengths are 

computed in terms of words rather than characters and the comparison is made 

between the source sentences and target sentences [6; 22]. They have used the 

method to align several million sentences in the English-French Hansard
4
 

corpora. They have achieved accuracy in access of 99% in a randomly 

selected set of 1000 sentence pairs that are verified by hand. They have 

expected accuracy between 96% - 97% on other varieties of texts than they 

have tested [6; 17]. 

 

B) Gale and Church, 1993 [16]: The algorithm uses a simple statistical model of 

character lengths for aligning sentences of Source Language (SL) text and 

Target Language (TL) text. The algorithm uses sentence length measured in 

terms of number of characters to decide if some sentences in source language 

text are the alignment of some other sentences in the target language text [15; 

16]. In fact, Gale and Church‟s method is inspired from Brown‟s method. The 

program uses the fact that longer sentences in SL tend to be translated into 

longer sentences in the TL and that shorter sentences tend to be translated into 

shorter sentences. The algorithm also uses the concept of Dynamic 

Programming which allows the system to consider all possible alignments and 

finding the minimum cost alignment effectively. The algorithm performs very 

well for the languages which are related like French and English. The method 

also aligns the sentences of parallel corpus. It has very good accuracy and gets 

a 4% error rate. It works best on 1:1 alignments and has high error rate on 

more difficult alignments [16; 17]. The method aligns the Canadian Hansard 

with such accuracy and the Hansard is the parallel data itself.  

                                                
4 The official written record of everything that is said in the parliament (in the British, Canadian, 

Australian, New Zealand or South African parliaments)  
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C) Wu, 1994 [37]: In this method Wu applies the Gale and Church‟s method to a 

corpus of parallel English and Cantonese (a version of Chinese) Text. Here the 

two languages were not similar meaning that they were unrelated; whereas 

Gale and Church have performed the experiment on related languages. But the 

results of the experiment are not much worse than Gale and Church‟s method 

which shows that the method can also be used on unrelated languages as well. 

The length based information was not sufficient to have much expected 

results, so to improve the accuracy; Wu uses lexical cues
5
 in his method [17; 

22; 37]. 

 

3.2.2. Location-Based Approaches: 

These methods are also similar to length based approaches as they use 

statistical approach for finding the probable alignment between source and target 

language sentences. They use the fact that most of the times, beads of sentences in 

two different texts to be aligned, have similar positions. It means that if a sentence in 

the source text is in the middle of the text, its conjugate in the target text is probably 

in the middle of the text too. So, location of the bead is a major fact considered in this 

kind of location based methods. Some of the examples of location based approaches 

are now described in the following section: 

 

A) Church, 1993 [8]: Church argues that length-based methods work well on 

clean text such as Canadian Hansard, where these methods have at least 96% 

accuracy but the accuracy of the methods may break down in various real-

world situations where the input is noisy
6
. In such noisy inputs, the problem of 

finding paragraph boundaries, sentence boundaries is difficult due to noise to 

work well for sentence length-based approaches. So, Church‟s method is to 

make an alignment by using cognates
7
 at the level of character sequences 

rather than at sentence/paragraph level [8; 17].  

 

B) Aligning Bilingual Corpora Using Sentences Location Information [36]: - 

In this method the lexical information is not used for the main text but only 

                                                
5 A small corpus-specific bilingual lexicon 
6 due to OCR and/or unknown markup conventions 
7 words that are similar phonetically across languages 
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used for finding higher accuracy. The major property of this method is that it 

uses not only the length of sentences but also the length of texts, the length of 

upper and lower part of the candidate sentences, and some information like 

that to reinforce the effect of location of sentences in the text. For this reason, 

it can be said that it is an improved version of pure length-based method [17]. 

In this paper, authors describe a method for aligning bilingual corpora 

mainly based on the observation that the location of sentence pairs in two 

languages, are distributed in the texts similarly [17]. The Detailed description 

of the working of the method is found in [36] 

 

3.2.3. Lexical (Lexicon-Based) Approaches: 

These are the methods which take into account the lexical information about 

the texts for the purpose of sentence alignment. These methods try to overcome the 

weakness of the length based approaches by utilizing the lexical information from 

translation lexicons, and/or through the identification of cognates. These methods are 

based on the lexical resources such as bilingual lexicon (bilingual dictionary) or 

bilingual corpora. In most of these approaches, a bilingual corpus is used to find the 

best match of the content words in one text with their correspondences in the other 

text and use these matches as anchor points in the sentence alignment process. In 

some lexicon based methods, instead of content word pairs, cognates which are the 

words in language pairs that resemble each other phonetically are used for 

determining the beads of sentences. Thus, lexicon-based approaches give better 

alignment results than the sentence length-based approaches. However, the lexicon-

based approach has the limitation of computational cost meaning that they take longer 

time than the length-based approaches. Some of the examples of lexicon-based 

approaches are given in the following section: 

 

A) Kay & Roscheisen, 1993 [21]: They start their iterations by the assumption 

that the first and last sentences of the texts align [17; 21]. These are the initial 

anchors. Then, until most sentences are aligned: 

1) Form an envelope of possible alignments. 

2) Choose pairs of words that tend to co-occur in these potential partial 

alignments. 
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3) Find pairs of source and target sentences which contain many possible 

lexical correspondences. The most reliable of these pairs are used to 

induce a set of partial alignments which will be part of the final result. 

 

B) Chen, 1993 [7]: S.F. Chen describes a fast algorithm for aligning sentences 

with their translations in a bilingual corpus. In this method, Chen constructs a 

simple statistical word-to-word translation model as he goes along the 

alignment process [7]. Here, the author tried to find an alignment that 

maximizes the probability of generating the corpus with this translation model. 

That is; the best alignment is the one that maximizes the likelihood of 

generating the corpus give the translation model. This best alignment is found 

by using the dynamic programming in language independent manner. The 

algorithm achieved an error rate of approximately 0.4% on Canadian Hansard 

data, which was a significant improvement over previous results. The method 

gave better accuracy that the sentence length-based method but the method 

was “tens of times slower than the Brown and Gale algorithms” [7, p.15]. It 

was perhaps first shown by Chen in [7] that word correspondence based 

models can be used to produce higher-accuracy sentence alignment than 

sentence length-based models alone.  

 

3.2.4. Mixed (Hybrid) Approaches:  

Now days, the sentence alignment is carried out by different researchers by 

using the combination of both length-based approaches and lexicon-based approaches. 

These methods use the length based approaches to find the most of the candidate 

sentences in the target document for a source sentence. Then, the lexicon-based 

approaches are used to find the best match among these provided by the length-based 

approach [1; 24; 25; 26]. Some of the examples of this method are mentioned below: 

 

A) Moore 2002 [22]: Robert C. Moore presents a method for aligning sentences 

with their translations in a parallel bilingual corpus. The method adapts and 

combines the sentence length-based approaches and word correspondences 

based approaches to achieve high accuracy at a modest computational cost, 

and the method requires no knowledge of the language or the corpus beyond 

division into words and sentences [22]. 
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Moore proposes a multi-pass search procedure where sentence length-

based statistics are used in order to extract the training data for the IBM 

Model-1
8
 translation tables. The acquired lexical statistics are then combined 

with the sentence-length based model in order to extract 1-to-1 

correspondences with high accuracy. The method is highly accurate and is a 

language independent. The problem with the method is the slowness of the 

algorithm; as the extraction of a bilingual corpus from the texts at hand is not a 

straightforward and cheap operation [17; 22]. 

 

3.3. Methods for Finding Parallel Sentences from Comparable 

Documents 

In recent years, there have been several approaches developed for obtaining 

parallel sentences from non-parallel, or comparable data. In most previous work on 

extraction of parallel sentences from comparable corpora, some coarse document-

level similarity is used to determine which document pairs contain parallel sentences 

[32]. In this section, we discuss about various methods used for the extraction of 

parallel sentences from the comparable corpus: 

 

3.3.1. Creation of Parallel Corpus from Comparable Corpus [1]: - In the paper 

[1], they present an approach for automatic creation of Hindi-Panjabi
9
 parallel corpus 

from the comparable corpus. They used two-pass approach to align the two 

comparable documents at sentence level. The method described in the paper [1] uses 

various alignment parameters such as sentence length to linguistic parameters like 

syntactic level similarity. In the first pass they use the sentence length for selecting 

the candidate sentences. In the second pass they tried to find the best possible 

alignments of the sentences using the different tools available for the languages 

considered in [1]. 

 

3.3.2. Mining Parallel Text from the Web based on Sentence Alignment [4]: - In 

paper [4] the researchers brought a novel strategy to automatically fetch parallel text 

from the web. In the method presented, it first downloads the web pages from certain 

hosts and then the candidate web pages are prepared among such downloaded pages. 

                                                
8 Used to find the word level alignment 
9 Hindi and Panjabi are the most widely spoken languages in India. 
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The candidate web pages are then evaluated to find the best alignment of sentences 

within them. They also tried to evaluate the similarity of the two web pages based on 

the similarity of the aligned sentences. The experiments show the satisfactory 

performance on the multilingual web sites [4]. 

 

3.3.3. Extracting Parallel Sentences from Comparable Corpora using Document 

Level Alignment [32]: - The method proposed in [32] advances the state of the art in 

parallel sentence alignment by modeling the document level alignment. They have 

demonstrated that Wikipedia is a useful resource for mining parallel data. They 

retrieved the sheer volume of parallel data from Wikipedia which is a somewhat 

surprising result in the light of Wikipedia‟s construction. They proposed a novel 

approach which results in improved average precision while retaining simplicity and 

clarity in the models. They have shown that substantial gains can be achieved by 

using an induced word-level lexicon in combination with sentence extraction [32]. 

 

3.3.4. Adaptive parallel sentences mining from web bilingual news collection 

[38]: - This is an extension of various algorithms presented in section 3.2. In this 

method the authors combine both sentence length-based models and lexicon-based 

models under a maximum likelihood criterion. This method first tries to find the 

parallel document pairs and then sentence align them. The researchers compute the 

score of a document pair by defining a generative model of a target document as per 

given source document. They consider all document pairs as parallel whose score is 

above certain threshold. Now, the sentence-alignment is performed on the obtained 

parallel document pairs and the score of a sentence bead is computed as a 

combination of length information and IBM Model 1 lexical score. Zhao and Vogel 

evaluate the extracted sentences by showing that they improve the accuracy of 

automatically computed word alignments [24; 38].  

 

3.3.5. Reliable measures for aligning Japanese-English news articles and 

sentences [33]: - It is also similar to the approach given by Zhao and Vogel in [38]. 

Here, they use the BM25
10

 Score to find the parallel document pairs. After that, they 

align the obtained parallel document pairs at sentence-level by using a score based on 

                                                
10 BM25 is a ranking function used by search engines to rank matching documents according to their 

relevance to a given search query 
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the lexical information i.e. the number of translated words in each sentence bead. 

Then, they use the sentence similarity scores to compute new document matching 

scores and the new document scores to compute new sentence similarity score and 

show that this gives the parallel data of higher quality. They evaluate their aligned 

sentences by analyzing randomly sampled alignments [24; 33]. 

 

3.3.6. Improving machine translation performance by exploiting non-parallel 

corpora [25]: - Munteanu & Marcu in [25] present a method for finding the parallel 

sentences from comparable, non-parallel corpora. In this method, they train a 

maximum entropy classifier such that, given a pair of sentences, can reliably 

determine whether or not the given pair of sentences are translations of each other. 

They have extracted parallel data from large Chinese, Arabic, and English non-

parallel newspaper corpora by using the method [25]. They begin by selecting similar 

document pairs from two large monolingual corpora containing non-parallel 

documents. From the collected such pairs, they generate all possible sentence pairs 

and pass them through a word-overlap-based filter, which gives possible candidate 

sentence pairs. Now, such candidate sentence pairs are presented to a maximum 

entropy (ME) classifier that decides whether the sentences in each pair are the mutual 

translations of each other. The quality of extracted data is evaluated by showing that it 

improves the performance of a state-of-the-art statistical machine translation system. 

The method proposed in [25] is a language independent method and can be adapted 

for any language pairs. 

 

3.3.7. Mining Very-Non-Parallel Corpora: Parallel Sentence and Lexicon 

Extraction via Bootstrapping and EM [13]: - They pair each source document with 

all target documents whose similarity score is higher than a certain threshold value, 

where the similarity score is calculated by using cosine similarity measure. They work 

on very-non parallel corpora. They generate all possible sentence pairs from each 

document pairs and select the best ones based on a threshold value. Using the 

extracted sentences they learn a dictionary and iterate over with more sentence pairs 

[13]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. Implementation 

4.1. Phases of Implementation 
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4.2. Description of Implementation Phases 

The process shown in figure 4.1 is a novel approach used to find the scarce 

parallel data from the highly available form of comparable data. This model is a 

statistical model for finding the parallel corpus from the comparable corpus. In the 

proposed model, at first both the source and target comparable corpora are read. Then 

the source corpus i.e. the English corpus and the target corpus i.e. the Nepali corpus 

are broken down at paragraph levels. After this, the paragraph of source corpus is 

further segmented into different sentences by using the process or sentence 

segmentation and same task is also done for the paragraph of Nepali corpus. 

Furthermore, the sentences of source and target paragraphs are tokenized into words 

by using the process of word tokenization. This lets us to use the bilingual dictionary 

for finding the best sentence level alignments to generate the parallel corpus. Now, for 

each source sentence of a paragraph, we try to find the parallel sentence in the target 

language paragraph. For this, we first try to find the candidate sentences from the 

target paragraph. For this, all the sentences from target paragraph are treated as the 

candidate sentences. Now, among those sentences, the best parallel sentence is 

obtained by using the bilingual dictionary for both English and Nepali language pair. 

During the dictionary lookup to find the best parallel sentence, the individual words of 

source sentence are analyzed in the dictionary and the corresponding translation word 

is searched in the target language sentence. 

It is supposed that the sentence(s) ES in English language and the sentence(s) 

NS in Nepali language are the candidate sentences from the corresponding paragraphs 

of the actual comparable corpora used in the experiment. Then a strategy is designed 

to evaluate the similarity of the sentences ES and NS. For each word WEng in the 

sentence ES, its translation word is identified from the bilingual dictionary and 

searched in the sentence NS to find the similarity score of the two sentences. Now, the 

translation probability (similarity score) of parallelism of that source sentence with all 

other candidate sentences is obtained. In this way, the translation probability for 

different Nepali sentences can be found different. Thus, the Nepali sentence NS, 

whose translation probability is found to be the highest among all the other candidate 

Nepali sentences, is treated as the best parallel Nepali sentence for the English 

sentence ES. Finally all such best pairs are written or collected in the form of parallel 

corpus.  
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Testing and Analysis 

In this chapter, the description of different data collection mechanisms used 

and the different sources that were used to collect the data related to the proposed 

study are discussed. Besides that the different testing performed on the collected data 

using the proposed model including the analysis measure for different parameters are 

also described here in this chapter. So, the section 5.1 describes the different data 

collection related activities and section 5.2 describes the different testing and 

verification of the collected data in order to obtain the expected goal. 

 

5.1 Data Collection 

The bilingual dictionary and test data are collected or developed to perform 

the parallel sentence alignment i.e. to extract the parallel sentences from the 

comparable documents (or comparable corpora). In this work, the different English-

Nepali comparable texts are collected from different news websites, news papers, 

online magazines, and translated course books for secondary level education 

following the curriculum of Ministry of Education, Government of Nepal. All these 

data from such resources are collected for finding the major goal of this thesis, which 

is to find the parallel training data required for SMT, automatically from the different 

comparable data collected. Such collected data is either in the form of bilingual 

dictionary to find the best sentence alignments or in the form of testing data used to 

identify the accurate alignments of the model. 

 

5.1.1. Bilingual Dictionary Structure 

The domain-specific bilingual dictionary is collected for the proposed 

language pair, which is used to find the best translated words in Nepali for English 

words so that the best alignment between the sentences of the source and target 

language comparable corpus are identified. The bilingual dictionary used in this study 

is domain-specific in the sense that we have collected different comparable corpora 

and the dictionary is generated to handle the different words of those collected 

corpora. So, if such dictionary is found in a general domain, the performance of the 

proposed study will be improved so much. 
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The basic structure of the bilingual dictionary is that it contains a source 

(English) language word and its translation word in the target (Nepali) language. For 

the convenience the source word and target word are kept in two separate files, where 

the two files can be treated as the parallel corpus with the word level parallelism 

between the source and target file. The dictionary is generated with some restrictions, 

where the multi-word translations for a source word are kept in the dictionary by 

putting the first word of such multi-word translation in TL only such as for the word 

produced = उत्पादन गरिएका, the dictionary will only contain produced = उत्पादन. In 

case of multi-word source entry the source word and its translation both are not kept 

in the dictionary such as due to = गदाा, does not = होइन are not kept in the dictionary. 

To read the dictionary, the file with SL words is read and its equivalent translation is 

identified from the file with TL words. The dictionary is used each and every time to 

identify the translation of a source word WEng of English Sentence (ES) and then the 

translated word is searched in the Nepali Sentence (NS) to identify the similarity score 

for that candidate Nepali sentence. 

 

5.1.2. Test Data 

Different possible comparable documents containing most of the parallel 

sentences are given as an input to the system which can be helpful to evaluate the 

accuracy of the actual parallel sentence alignment among the given non-parallel 

(comparable) documents. There are five different comparable corpora that we have 

collected to test the system. The different corpora contain different number of source 

and target sentence. In our collection, the Corpus 1 contains 30 source sentences and 

28 target sentences. Similarly, Corpus 2 contains 20 source sentence and 19 target 

sentences, Corpus 3 contains 17 source sentences and 30 target sentences, Corpus 4 

contains 23 source sentences and 25 target sentences whereas the Corpus 5 contains 

12 source sentences and 12 target sentences. Therefore, the testing comparable 

corpora used in the research overall contain 102 source sentences and 114 target 

sentences. Thus, the more total number of comparable sentences exists in the 

comparable documents, the more generalized accuracy measures can be obtained 

from the model proposed. 

Here, the input files contain English and Nepali test data respectively, both are 

then segmented into paragraph, each such paragraph is then segmented into a number 
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of sentences and finally each such sentences are tokenized into tokens or words 

(delimited by space characters) to find the matched translations from the bilingual 

dictionary used for training the system. 

 

5.2. Testing and Verification 

The output will be tested and verified with respect to the manually taken 

comparable document pairs for the English (source) & Nepali (target) languages and 

translational information can be obtained from the manually generated domain 

specific bilingual dictionary for the language pair considered for this research task. 

Finally the empirical analysis is done to measure the accuracy of the model proposed 

and to suggest the solution. During the testing and analyzing period following 

measures are taken in order to verify the accuracy of the method or model. The 

measures taken are: 

 

5.2.1. Precision 

Precision is the number of correct results divided by the number of all results returned 

by aligner. Mathematically it is shown as follows: 

sentencesalignedofNumber

sentencesalignedcorrectlyofNumber
ecision Pr  

 

5.2.2. Recall 

Recall is the number of correct results divided by the number of results that should 

have been aligned. Mathematically it is shown as follows: 

corpuscomparabletheinsentencesalignedcorrectlyofnumberTotal

sentencesalignedcorrectlyofNumber
call Re

 

5.2.3. F-Measure 

The F-measure can be interpreted as a harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is 

defined as 

𝐹 −𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =  
2 × (𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 × 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)

(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
 

 

The Average Error Rate (AER) is calculated as 

 𝐴𝐸𝑅 = 1 − (𝐹 −𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒) 
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5.3. Input/output of program (Testing) 

 

Comparable Corpus 1 (English) 

[Social Studies Grade 9, Readmore Publishers and distributors, 

Second Edition-2066 B.S., page no. 8-9] 

<p> Development means a process of positive change. It is a dynamic process. People 

, family , community , town , etc keep on changing. Use of resources available in the 

society brings changes in quality of life of people. It enhances the living standard of 

the people living anywhere in the country. Development is linked with economic 

development. Economic development means achieving higher level economic 

condition. But, economic development alone does not indicate or reflect the overall 

development. According to the UN charter, “Development is related not only with the 

material needs of people but also with the improvement of social conditions”. Hence, 

development doesn't mean economic development only. It is also social, cultural and 

institutional growth. Change merely in specific people's life in no way reflects the 

development of a country. The country can advance ahead on the path of development 

only when a positive change takes place in the lives of all citizens.  

<p> Some countries are developing at a rapid pace. These countries are called 

developed countries. Living standard of the people in the developed countries is very 

high. It has become half a century only since the developmental activities started in 

African, Asian and Latin American countries. Most of the countries in these 

continents are developing. People's living standard in developing countries hasn't been 

improved much due to the historical, geographical, cultural, social, political and 

economic reasons. Generally, those countries having a slow economic and technical 

growth rate and low per capita income are called developing countries. They are also 

called the least developed countries. All-round development is essential for improving 

the living standard in these countries. Every citizen of these countries should increase 

awareness and commitment to development. 

<p> The total volume of all goods and services produced by a country in a year is 

called the Gross National Product (GNP). Similarly, the total value of all these 

products is called Gross National Income (GNI). Remittances from the foreign 

employment and foreign trade assistance are also included in Gross National Income. 

Gross National Income is considered these days as one of the main factors to measure 
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the economic development. When the Gross Domestic Income (GDI) of a region or 

country is divided by the population of that area or country, whatever number comes 

out is the per capita Income. Per capita income alone can't reflect the true state of 

development. A few rich people and their high income may show high per capita 

income, whereas a majority of people could be below the poverty line. 

 

Comparable Corpus 1 (Nepali) 

[साभाजजक अध्ममन – कऺा ९, प्रकाशक: नेऩार सयकाय, शशऺा भन्रारम, ऩाठ्मक्रभ 

विकास केन्र, सानोठिभी, बक्तऩुय – २०६४ ऩेज न.२-३]    

<p> विकास बनेको सकायात्भक ऩरयिततन हो । भाननस , ऩरयिाय , सभुदाम , सहय य 

गाउॉ हरू सधैँ ऩरयिततनशीर हुन्छन ्। सभाजभा उऩरब्ध साधनहरू को प्रमोग फाट 

जनता को सुविधा भा िवृि हुन्छ । मसरे कुनै ऩनन भुरुक भा फस्ने प्रत्मेक व्मजक्त 

को जीिन भा सुधाय ल्माउॉछ । विकास राई आर्थतक विकास सॉग जोड्ने गरयन्छ । 

तल्रो आर्थतक अिस्था फाट भार्थल्रो आर्थतक अिस्था भा ऩुग्नु नै आर्थतक विकास हो 

तय आर्थतक उन्ननत रे भार विकास को अिस्था दसातउन सक्दैन । सॊमुक्त याष्ट्रसॊघ 

को फडाऩर भा उल्रेख बए अनुसाय “ विकास रे भाननस को बौनतक चाहना सॉग भार 

नबई साभाजजक अिस्था को सुधाय सम्फन्धी कुयाहरू सॉग ऩनन सयोकाय याख्दछ ”। 

तसथत , विकास बनेको आर्थतक विकास भार होइन । साभाजजक , साॊस्कृनतक तथा 

सॊस्थागत िवृि ऩनन हो । कुनै खास व्मजक्त को जीिन भा भार ऩरयिततन आउॉ दैभा 

देश को विकास हुन्छ बन्न सककॊ दैन । जफ याष्ट्र का सम्ऩूणत व्मजक्तहरू को जीिन भा 

सुधायात्भक ऩरयिततन आउॉछ तफ देश विकास को ऩथ भा अगाडड फढ्न सक्छ । </p> 

<p> विश्ि का केही भुरुकहरू रे तीव्र रूऩभा विकास गरययहेका छन ्। त्मस्ता भुरुकहरू 

राई विकशसत भुरुक बननन्छ । ती भुरुकहरू भा फस्ने धेयै जसो भाननसहरू को 

जीिनस्तय उच्च छ । अकिका , एशसमा य दक्षऺण अभेरयका का देशहरू रे विकास को 

थारनी गयेको आधा शताब्दी भार बएको छ । मी देशहरू विकासोन्भुख हुन ्। 
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ऐनतहाशसक , बौगोशरक , साॉस्कृनतक , साभाजजक , याजनीनतक तथा आर्थतक कायण रे 

गदात मी विकासोन्भुख देश को जीिनस्तय अझै उकास्न सककएको छैन । साभान्मतमा 

आर्थतक तथा प्राविर्धक विकास दय कभ बएको य प्रनत व्मजक्त आम्दानी कभ बएको 

भुरुक राई विकासोन्भुख देश बननन्छ । नमन राई कभ विकशसत भुरुक ऩनन बननन्छ 

। मस्ता भुरुकहरू को जीिन उकास्न चौतपी विकास गनत आिश्मक हुन्छ । 

विकासोन्भुख देश को विकासका रार्ग सम्फजन्धत देशका नागरयकहरू जागरुक 

हुनुऩदतछ । </p> 

<p> कुनै भुरुक भा एक िर्त शबर उत्ऩादन गरयएका िस्तु य सफै सेिाको भुल्म राई 

कुर याजष्ट्रम उत्ऩादन बननन्छ । त्मस्ता सफै िस्तु य सेिाको भुल्म राई कुर याजष्ट्रम 

आम बननन्छ । कुर याजष्ट्रम आम भा िैदेशशक व्माऩाय सहामता य िैदेशशक योजगाय 

फाट प्राप्त यकभ ऩनन जोडडन्छ । आजकर कुर याजष्ट्रम आम राई आर्थतक विकास 

भाऩन गने एक भुख्म आधाय भाननन्छ । कुनै ननजश्चत ऺेरको कुर घयेरु आम्दानी 

राई त्मस ऺेर को जनसङख्मा रे बाग गदात आउने यकभ नै प्रनत व्मजक्त आम हो । 

प्रनत व्मजक्त आम रे भार देश को विकास को मथाथत अिस्था देखाउन सक्दैन । केठह 

धनन भाननसहरू को उच्च आम रे प्रनत व्मजक्त आम फढी देखखएको ऩनन हुन सक्छ 

जहाॉ अत्मार्धक भाननस गरयफी को येखाभुनन ऩनन हुन सक्छन ्।   </p> 

 

Output of the program as a parallel corpus 1: 

 

S.N. English Sentence Nepali Sentence 

1 Development means a process of 

positive change. 

विकास बनेको सकायात्भक ऩरयिततन हो । 

2 It is a dynamic process. विकास बनेको सकायात्भक ऩरयिततन हो । 

3 People, family, community, town, etc 

keep on changing. 

भाननस  , ऩरयिाय  , सभुदाम  , सहय  य  
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गाउॉ हरू सधैँ ऩरयिततनशीर हुन्छन ्। 

4 Use of resources available in the 

society brings changes in quality of 

life of people. 

जफ  याष्ट्र  का  सम्ऩूणत  व्मजक्तहरू  को  

जीिन  भा सुधायात्भक  ऩरयिततन  आउॉछ  

तफ देश विकास को ऩथ भा अगाडड फढ्न 

सक्छ । 

5 It enhances the living standard of the 

people living anywhere in the country. 

मसरे  कुनै  ऩनन  भुरुक  भा  फस्ने  प्रत्मेक 

व्मजक्त को जीिन भा सुधाय ल्माउॉछ । 

6 Development is linked with economic 

development. 

विकास राई आर्थतक विकास सॉग जोड्ने 

गरयन्छ । 

7 Economic development means 

achieving higher level economic 

condition. 

तल्रो  आर्थतक  अिस्था  फाट  भार्थल्रो  

आर्थतक अिस्था  भा  ऩुग्नु  नै  आर्थतक  

विकास  हो  तय  आर्थतक  उन्ननत  रे  भार  

विकास को अिस्था दसातउन सक्दैन । 

8 But, economic development alone 

does not indicate or reflect the overall 

development. 

तल्रो  आर्थतक  अिस्था  फाट  भार्थल्रो  

आर्थतक अिस्था  भा  ऩुग्नु  नै  आर्थतक  

विकास  हो  तय  आर्थतक  उन्ननत  रे  भार  

विकास को अिस्था दसातउन सक्दैन । 

9 According to the UN charter, 

“Development is related not only with 

the material needs of people but also 

with the improvement of social 

conditions”. 

सॊमुक्त  याष्ट्रसॊघ  को  फडाऩर  भा  उल्रेख 

बए अनुसाय  “ विकास  रे  भाननस  को  

बौनतक चाहना सॉग भार नबई साभाजजक 

अिस्था को सुधाय सम्फन्धी कुयाहरू सॉग 

ऩनन सयोकाय याख्दछ ”। 
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10 Hence, development doesn't mean 

economic development only. 

तसथत  , विकास  बनेको  आर्थतक  विकास  

भार होइन । 

11 It is also social, cultural and 

institutional growth. 

साभाजजक  , साॊस्कृनतक  तथा  सॊस्थागत  

िवृि ऩनन हो । 

12 Change merely in specific people's life 

in no way reflects the development of 

a country. 

कुनै  खास  व्मजक्त  को  जीिन  भा  भार  

ऩरयिततन आउॉ दैभा  देश को विकास हुन्छ 

बन्न सककॊ दैन । 

13 The country can advance ahead on the 

path of development only when a 

positive change takes place in the lives 

of all citizens. 

जफ  याष्ट्र  का  सम्ऩूणत  व्मजक्तहरू  को  

जीिन  भा सुधायात्भक  ऩरयिततन  आउॉछ  

तफ देश विकास को ऩथ भा अगाडड फढ्न 

सक्छ । 

14 Some countries are developing at a 

rapid pace. 

विश्ि  का  केही  भुरुकहरू  रे  तीव्र  रूऩभा  

विकास गरययहेका छन ्। 

15 These countries are called developed 

countries. 

त्मस्ता  भुरुकहरू  राई  विकशसत  भुरुक  

बननन्छ । 

16 Living standard of the people in the 

developed countries is very high. 

ती  भुरुकहरू  भा  फस्ने  धेयै  जसो  

भाननसहरू को जीिनस्तय उच्च छ । 

17 It has become half a century only 

since the developmental activities 

started in African, Asian and Latin 

American countries. 

अकिका , एशसमा य दक्षऺण अभेरयका का 

देशहरू रे विकास को थारनी गयेको आधा 

शताब्दी भार बएको छ । 

18 Most of the countries in these 

continents are developing. 

ती  भुरुकहरू  भा  फस्ने  धेयै  जसो  

भाननसहरू को जीिनस्तय उच्च छ । 
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19 People's living standard in developing 

countries hasn't been improved much 

due to the historical, geographical, 

cultural, social, political and economic 

reasons. 

ऐनतहाशसक  , बौगोशरक  , साॉस्कृनतक  , 

साभाजजक  , याजनीनतक  तथा  आर्थतक  

कायण  रे  गदात  मी  विकासोन्भुख देश को  

जीिनस्तय अझ ैउकास्न सककएको छैन । 

20 Generally, those countries having a 

slow economic and technical growth 

rate and low per capita income are 

called developing countries. 

साभान्मतमा  आर्थतक  तथा  प्राविर्धक  

विकास  दय  कभ बएको  य  प्रनत  व्मजक्त  

आम्दानी  कभ  बएको  भुरुक  राई  

विकासोन्भुख देश बननन्छ । 

21 They are also called the least 

developed countries. 

नमन  राई  कभ  विकशसत  भुरुक  ऩनन  

बननन्छ । 

22 All-round development is essential for 

improving the living standard in these 

countries. 

मस्ता  भुरुकहरू  को  जीिन  उकास्न  

चौतपी विकास गनत आिश्मक हुन्छ । 

23 Every citizen of these countries should 

increase awareness and commitment 

to development. 

ती  भुरुकहरू  भा  फस्ने  धेयै  जसो  

भाननसहरू को जीिनस्तय उच्च छ । 

24 The total volume of all goods and 

services produced by a country in a 

year is called the Gross National 

Product. 

कुनै  भुरुक  भा  एक  िर्त  शबर  उत्ऩादन  

गरयएका िस्तु  य सफै  सेिाको  भुल्म राई 

कुर याजष्ट्रम उत्ऩादन बननन्छ । 

25 Similarly, the total value of all these 

products is called Gross National 

Income (GNI). 

त्मस्ता  सफै  िस्तु  य  सेिाको  भुल्म  राई  

कुर याजष्ट्रम आम बननन्छ । 

26 Remittances from the foreign 

employment and foreign trade 

assistance are also included in Gross 

National Income. 

कुर  याजष्ट्रम  आम  भा  िैदेशशक  व्माऩाय  

सहामता  य िैदेशशक  योजगाय  फाट  प्राप्त  

यकभ ऩनन जोडडन्छ । 
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27 Gross National Income is considered 

these days as one of the main factors 

to measure the economic 

development. 

आजकर कुर याजष्ट्रम आम राई आर्थतक 

विकास  भाऩन गने  एक  भुख्म  आधाय  

भाननन्छ । 

28 When the Gross Domestic Income 

(GDI) of a region or country is divided 

by the population of that area or 

country, whatever number comes out 

is the per capita Income. 

कुनै ननजश्चत ऺेरको कुर घयेरु आम्दानी 

राई त्मस  ऺेर  को  जनसङख्मा  रे  बाग  

गदात आउने यकभ नै प्रनत व्मजक्त आम हो 

। 

29 Per capita income alone can't reflect 

the true state of development. 

प्रनत व्मजक्त आम रे भार देश को विकास 

को मथाथत अिस्था देखाउन सक्दैन । 

30 A few rich people and their high 

income may show high per capita 

income, whereas a majority of people 

could be below the poverty line. 

केठह  धनन  भाननसहरू  को  उच्च  आम  रे  

प्रनत व्मजक्त आम फढी देखखएको ऩनन हुन 

सक्छ जहाॉ अत्मार्धक भाननस गरयफी को 

येखाभुनन ऩनन हुन सक्छन ्। 

 

Table 5.1: Aligned Parallel Sentences in Comparable Corpus 1 (Testing) 

 

Here, in this corpus following measures are found: 

Total No. of Sentences in Source Corpus  = 30 

Total No. of sentences in Target Corpus  = 28 

No. of aligned sentences = 30 

No. of correctly aligned sentences = 26 

Correct alignments present in the corpora  = 29 

Precision  = (26 / 30)  = 0.866667  = 86.67% 

Recall  = (26 / 29)  = 0.896552  = 89.66% 

F-measure  = ((2*0.866667*0.896552) / (0.866667+0.896552)) 

 = 0.881356 = 88.14% 
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Figure 5.1: - Sentence alignment in Comparable Corpus 1 

 

The testing on the other four comparable corpora including the measurements taken is 

shown in the Appendix A. 

 

5.4. Analysis 

The average precision and recall measure of the above given sentences is found by 

calculating the individual precision and recall measure of the given paragraph and 

finding the average of them. 

 

Corpus/Measures Corpus 1 Corpus 2 Corpus 3 Corpus 4 Corpus 5 Average 

Precision 0.866667 0.85 0.941176 0.826087 0.916667 0.880119 

Recall 0.896552 0.85 0.941176 0.863636 0.916667 0.893606 

F-Measure 0.881356 0.85 0.941176 0.844444 0.916667 0.886729 

 

Table 5.2: Final Analysis 

 

Thus, final measures acquired are: 

Precision = 0.88019 

Recall = 0.893606 

F-Measure = 0.886729 

AER = 1- (F-Measure) = 1- 0.886729 = 0.113271 
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This result shows that the proposed model works well for the given input. In 

our analysis the recall is shown greater than precision it means that precision gives the 

comparison of alignment accuracy when it is compared to the result given by the 

model and Recall gives the accuracy of the alignment when compared with the actual 

alignment given by the human annotator. Besides that, this accuracy obtained or 

identified here may vary while testing a huge document. It means the accurate 

alignments for larger data sets may change. However, the overall accuracy depends on 

the number of words and the domain of the words present in the bilingual dictionary 

used in this proposed model. So, if we have a huge bilingual dictionary with sufficient 

amount of words from both source and target languages, the accuracy may be 

acquired in the range obtained in this research work.  
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CHAPTER 6 

6. Conclusion and Future Works 

 

6.1. Conclusion 

Parallel texts are the useful resources and widely used in different fields of 

NLP can be found in sufficient amount in different comparable corpora that are found 

easily in huge amount. It is really a difficult task to generate such parallel corpora 

manually for the various NLP related projects, and is also time consuming as well as 

costlier. So, a mechanism of automatically generating such parallel text from the 

comparable corpora is a novel and effective approach for the language pairs proposed 

in this study. So far talking about the results obtained from this study, there is an 

accuracy of nearly up to 0.887 on the comparable corpora taken. The results of the 

experiment on the collected comparable documents show that the method has 88% 

precision and 89% recall. So the F-measure obtained for the proposed study is about 

0.887 on the collected data sets. However, the accuracy and other measures taken in 

the research work may vary on the larger comparable corpora. 

It seems that the study performed throughout this research lets us to generate 

good quality parallel corpus from the comparable corpus in very short time period. 

The performance of the proposed study is highly dependent on the quality of the 

bilingual dictionary used in the research work. The more advanced the dictionary is 

the more accurate the alignments are. The bilingual dictionary used in the study is 

made manually from the different testing comparable corpora used in the study. So, it 

is domain specific in some sense. However, if a dictionary is available in general 

domain, the method is capable of aligning the sentences from the general domain in a 

great extent with a great accuracy. 

Thus, the method proposed in this study will be helpful to find the parallel 

data from the comparable data efficiently and accurately in a limited amount of time.   

 

6.2. Limitations and Future Works 

Since the model presented in this study contains a bilingual dictionary with 

limited words, so sometimes the words in the sentences of the testing corpus will not 

be found in the bilingual dictionary to find its translation in target language and will 
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result in wrong alignments. The accuracy of the alignments is heavily dependent on 

the quality of the bilingual dictionary used in this model. The testing so far we have 

made and identified accuracy may vary while testing a huge comparable document as 

we have tested it on limited sentence sets. 

It also has another limitation related to the dictionary used in the proposed 

study. Since, the dictionary may contain some of the words in either source or target 

language which might have more than one word in their translations but the dictionary 

used in this study handles only the single word translations. For example; 

development = विकास, all = सबै, also = पनन, and = ि, etc. like single word entry in 

the dictionary are handled where as the word like produced = उत्पादन गरिएका , 

responded = जिाफ ददयो, developed = ननर्ााण गरिएको, due to  = गदाा, does not = होइन, 

twenty five = पच्चिस, etc. multiword entries are not handled in this study. 

There may be the situation where the sentence boundary is not identified 

correctly while considering the period or full stop (.) as a sentence boundary 

separator. For example in case of different words like Dr., Mr., Ms., Prof., etc which 

represent different short hand notations are not handled properly in the proposed 

study.  

Here in this study, the parallel data is collected from the manually collected 

comparable documents but it could be much more effective if such comparable 

documents are also aligned automatically as a good comparable documents. Besides 

that the study is carried out by using a bilingual dictionary which is also generated 

manually. If such bilingual dictionaries could also be generated in an automated 

manner from the comparable corpora, it will improve the performance of the overall 

system. Thus, these areas could be taken as further studies. 
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Appendix A: 

Input/output of the Program (Testing): 

 

Comparable Corpus 2 (English) 

[Social Studies Grade 9, Readmore Publishers and distributors, 

Second Edition-2066 B.S., page no. 23] 

<p> We have not been able to achieve desired improvement in the people‟s health 

because of widespread poverty , illiteracy and lack of awareness. The government has 

not been able to operate hospitals and manage doctors in all places. There are some 

places where there are no hospitals , some places have hospitals but no doctors and 

there are some places having doctors but no necessary tools , equipment and 

medicines. Doctors are not so interested to go and work in remote areas. They prefer 

to stay in cities and towns , where all facilities and privileges are available. Contrary 

to it , there are no such health services in the remote areas. Due to the lack of 

education and awareness , people prefer to go to witch-doctors (dhami jhankri) 

instead of seeing or going to doctors. People living in remote areas are poor and even 

can‟t pay for doctors‟ fee. The prescribed salary can‟t meet all the requirements of 

doctors. So , the doctors like to do part time jobs for additional income in the private 

hospitals , clinics , etc. But , the poor people in rural areas can‟t afford to pay for 

expensive services of private hospitals , nursing homes and clinics.  

<p> The status of health of the people in countries having high life-expectancy is 

considered to be good. Here people are healthy due to the availability of nutritious 

food are attacked less by diseases , take regular exercise , enjoy good health care 

services , etc. Life-expectancy of people in Nepal is comparatively low compared to 

developed countries. Size of urban population in Nepal is increasing. However , their 

health condition is deteriorating day by day in the absence of nutritious foods , proper 

exercises and health services. There is a need of balanced diet , regular exercise , and 

some physical labour to maintain a healthy life. High child mortality rate is yet 

another indication of poor health condition in Nepal. Significant attempts are lately 

being initiated to establish and expand health posts all over the country. Health 

workers and volunteers are mobilized throughout the country. 
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Comparable Corpus 2 (Nepali) 

[साभाजजक अध्ममन – कऺा ९, प्रकाशक: नेऩार सयकाय, शशऺा भन्रारम, ऩाठ्मक्रभ 

विकास केन्र, सानोठिभी, बक्तऩुय – २०६४ ऩेज न.१४] 

<p> हाम्रो देश भा व्माप्त गरयफी , अशशऺा य जनचेतना को अबाि भा भाननसहरू को 

स्िास््म भा अऩेऺाकृत सुधाय हुन सकेको छैन । नेऩार सयकाय रे सफै िाउॉ  भा 

अस्ऩतार खोल्न य डाक्टय ऩिाउन सकेको छैन । कहीीँ अस्ऩतार छन ्त डाक्टय छैनन ्

, कहीीँ अस्ऩतार य डाक्टय छन ्बने आिश्मक उऩकयण य और्धी छैनन ्। बौगोशरक 

विकटता तथा ऩछौटेऩन रे गदात डाक्टयहरू दगुतभ ऺेर भा गएय सेिा गनत चाहॉदैनन ्। 

नमनीहरू प्राम : सहय भा नै फस्न चाहन्छन ्। ककनबने सहय भा सफै ककशसभ का 

सुविधाहरू प्राप्त छन ्। मसको विऩयीत गाउॉ  भा सुविधाहरू ऩनन छैनन ्य जनचेतना 

को अबाि भा भाननसहरू ऩनन डाक्टय सॉग सम्ऩकत  याख्न को सट्टा धाभीझाॉक्री को 

सल्राह अनुसाय काभ गदतछन ्। गरयफी को कायण रे दगुतभ ऺेरका भाननसहरू डाक्टय 

राई भाग अनुसाय शलु्क ठदन सक्दैनन ्। सयकाय द्िाया ननधातयण गयेको तरफ रे 

डाक्टय का सफै ककसभ का आिश्मकताहरू ऩूया हुन सक्दैनन ्। त्मसैरे मीनीहरू 

सयकायी अस्ऩतार भा काभ सके ऩनछ अनतरयक्त सभम भा ननजी अस्ऩतार , जक्रननक 

आठद भा गई अनतरयक्त आम्दानी गनत चाहन्छन ्तय गरयफी रे गदात दगुतभ का सफै 

भाननसहरू फढी शलु्क नतयेय ननजी अस्ऩतार भा जान सक्दैनन ्। </p> 

<p> जुन ्देश को औसत आमु फढी हुन्छ , त्मस देश का जनता को स्िास््म को 

अिस्था याम्रो भाननन्छ । ऩमातप्त ऩोर्ण , योग को सङ्क्क्रभण को कभी , और्धी उऩचाय 

को सुविधा , व्मामाभ आठद का कायण भाननस ननयोगी हुन्छ य उसको औसत आमु 

ऩनन फढी हुन्छ । हाम्रो देश को जनताहरू को औसत आमु विकशसत भुरुक का 

भाननसहरू को तुरना भा ननकै कभ यहेको छ । हाम्रो देश भा ऩनन सहयी जनसङ्क्ख्मा 

ननकै फढेय गएको छ । ननमशभत व्मामाभ य सन्तुशरत बोजन को अबाि रे गदात 
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उनीहरू को स्िास््म ठदन प्रनत ठदन बफग्रॉदै गएको छ । त्मस का रार्ग सन्तुशरत 

खाना , ननमशभत व्मामाभ य शायीरयक श्रभ गनुत जरुयी छ । स्िास््म को कभजोय 

अिस्था रे गदात नेऩार भा शशश ुय फार भतृ्मु दय फढी बएको देखखन्छ ।  नेऩार भा 

हार आधायबूत स्िास््म सुविधा प्रदान गनत गाउॉ  गाउॉ  भा उऩस्िास््म चौकी तथा 

स्िास््म केन्रहरू सञ्चाशरत छन ्। हयेक टोर य िडा भा स्िास््म स्िमम्सेविकाहरू 

ऩरयचाशरत छन ्। </p> 

 

Output of the program as a parallel corpus 2: 

 

S.N. English Sentence Nepali Sentence 

1 We have not been able to achieve 

desired improvement in the people‟s 

health because of widespread poverty, 

illiteracy and lack of awareness. 

हाम्रो  देश  भा  व्माप्त  गरयफी  , अशशऺा  य 

जनचेतना  को  अबाि  भा  भाननसहरू  को  

स्िास््म भा अऩेऺाकृत सुधाय हुन सकेको 

छैन । 

2 The government has not been able to 

operate hospitals and manage doctors 

in all places. 

नेऩार सयकाय रे सफै  िाउॉ  भा अस्ऩतार 

खोल्न य डाक्टय ऩिाउन सकेको छैन । 

3 There are some places where there are 

no hospitals, some places have 

hospitals but no doctors and there are 

some places having doctors but no 

necessary tools, equipment and 

medicines. 

कहीीँ अस्ऩतार छन ्त डाक्टय छैनन ्, कहीीँ 

अस्ऩतार  य  डाक्टय  छन ् बने  आिश्मक  

उऩकयण य और्धी छैनन ्। 

4 Doctors are not so interested to go and 

work in remote areas. 

बौगोशरक  विकटता  तथा  ऩछौटेऩन  रे  

गदात डाक्टयहरू  दगुतभ  ऺेर  भा  गएय  सेिा  

गनत चाहॉदैनन ्। 

5 They prefer to stay in cities and नेऩार सयकाय रे सफै  िाउॉ  भा अस्ऩतार 
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towns, where all facilities and 

privileges are available. 

खोल्न य डाक्टय ऩिाउन सकेको छैन । 

6 Contrary to it, there are no such health 

services in the remote areas. 

बौगोशरक  विकटता  तथा  ऩछौटेऩन  रे  

गदात डाक्टयहरू  दगुतभ  ऺेर  भा  गएय  सेिा  

गनत चाहॉदैनन ्। 

7 Due to the lack of education and 

awareness, people prefer to go to 

witch-doctors (dhami jhankri) instead 

of seeing or going to doctors. 

मसको  विऩयीत  गाउॉ  भा  सुविधाहरू  ऩनन 

छैनन ्  य जनचेतना  को  अबाि  भा  

भाननसहरू ऩनन डाक्टय सॉग सम्ऩकत  याख्न 

को सट्टा धाभीझाॉक्री को सल्राह अनुसाय 

काभ गदतछन ्। 

8 People living in remote areas are poor 

and even can‟t pay for doctors‟ fee. 

गरयफी  को  कायण  रे  दगुतभ  ऺेरका  

भाननसहरू डाक्टय  राई  भाग  अनुसाय  

शलु्क ठदन सक्दैनन ्। 

9 The prescribed salary can‟t meet all 

the requirements of doctors. 

सयकाय  द्िाया  ननधातयण  गयेको  तरफ  रे  

डाक्टय का सफ ैककसभ का आिश्मकताहरू 

ऩूया हुन सक्दैनन ्। 

10 So, the doctors like to do part time 

jobs for additional income in the 

private hospitals, clinics, etc. 

त्मसैरे  मीनीहरू  सयकायी  अस्ऩतार  भा  

काभ सके ऩनछ अनतरयक्त सभम भा ननजी 

अस्ऩतार  , जक्रननक  आठद  भा  गई  

अनतरयक्त  आम्दानी  गनत चाहन्छन ् तय  

गरयफी  रे  गदात  दगुतभ  का  सफै  भाननसहरू 

फढी शलु्क नतयेय ननजी अस्ऩतार भा जान 

सक्दैनन ्। 
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11 But, the poor people in rural areas 

can‟t afford to pay for expensive 

services of private hospitals, nursing 

homes and clinics. 

त्मसैरे  मीनीहरू  सयकायी  अस्ऩतार  भा  

काभ सके ऩनछ अनतरयक्त सभम भा ननजी 

अस्ऩतार  , जक्रननक  आठद  भा  गई  

अनतरयक्त  आम्दानी  गनत चाहन्छन ् तय  

गरयफी  रे  गदात  दगुतभ  का  सफै  भाननसहरू 

फढी शलु्क नतयेय ननजी अस्ऩतार भा जान 

सक्दैनन ्। 

12 The status of health of the people in 

countries having high life-expectancy 

is considered to be good. 

जुन ्देश को औसत आम ुफढी हुन्छ , त्मस 

देश  का जनता  को  स्िास््म  को  अिस्था  

याम्रो भाननन्छ । 

13 Here people are healthy due to the 

availability of nutritious food are 

attacked less by diseases, take regular 

exercise, enjoy good health care 

services, etc. 

ऩमातप्त  ऩोर्ण  , योग  को  सङ्क्क्रभण  को  

कभी  , और्धी  उऩचाय  को  सुविधा  , 

व्मामाभ आठद का कायण भाननस ननयोगी 

हुन्छ य उसको औसत आम ुऩनन फढी हुन्छ 

। 

14 Life-expectancy of people in Nepal is 

comparatively low compared to 

developed countries. 

हाम्रो  देश  को  जनताहरू  को  औसत  आमु  

विकशसत भुरुक का भाननसहरू को तुरना 

भा ननकै कभ यहेको छ । 

15 Size of urban population in Nepal is 

increasing. 

हाम्रो  देश  को  जनताहरू  को  औसत  आमु  

विकशसत भुरुक का भाननसहरू को तुरना 

भा ननकै कभ यहेको छ । 

16 However, their health condition is 

deteriorating day by day in the 

ननमशभत व्मामाभ य सन्तुशरत बोजन को 
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absence of nutritious foods, proper 

exercises and health services. 

अबाि रे गदात उनीहरू को स्िास््म ठदन 

प्रनत ठदन बफग्रॉदै गएको छ । 

17 There is a need of balanced diet, 

regular exercise, and some physical 

labour to maintain a healthy life. 

त्मस  का  रार्ग  सन्तुशरत  खाना  , 

ननमशभत  व्मामाभ य  शायीरयक  श्रभ  गनुत  

जरुयी छ । 

18 High child mortality rate is yet 

another indication of poor health 

condition in Nepal. 

स्िास््म  को  कभजोय  अिस्था  रे  गदात  

नेऩार  भा शशशु  य  फार  भतृ्मु  दय  फढी  

बएको देखखन्छ । 

19 Significant attempts are lately being 

initiated to establish and expand 

health posts all over the country. 

नेऩार  भा  हार  आधायबूत  स्िास््म  

सुविधा प्रदान  गनत  गाउॉ  गाउॉ  भा  

उऩस्िास््म चौकी तथा स्िास््म केन्रहरू 

सञ्चाशरत छन ्। 

20 Health workers and volunteers are 

mobilized throughout the country. 

हयेक  टोर  य  िडा  भा  स्िास््म  

स्िमम्सेविकाहरू ऩरयचाशरत छन ्। 

 

Table A.1: Aligned Parallel Sentences in Comparable Corpus 2 

 

Here, in this corpus following measures are found: 

Total No. of Sentences in Source Corpus 20 

   Total No. of sentences in Target Corpus 19 

   No. of aligned sentences 20 

   No. of correctly aligned sentences 17 

   Correct alignments present in the Corpora 20 

   Precision 0.85 

   Recall 0.85 

   F-measure 0.85 
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Figure A.1: - Sentence alignment in Comparable Corpus 2 

 

Comparable Corpus 3 (English) 

[Republica: English Daily Newspaper 

Published on: Tuesday, August 16, 2010, Page 3] 

<p> Four, including two kids, of the same family were brutally murdered at matena 

village of Bhimdutta Municipality - 9 in Kanchanpur district Sunday night. The wife, 

daughter-in-law, grandson and granddaughter of Karbir Nath, a local, were found 

murdered in their home located ten kilometers from Mahendranagar. Among those 

killed are Karbir‟s 50 year-old wife Harya Nath, 25 year-old daughter-in-law 

Dhanadevi Nath, six year-old grandson Ravi Nath and four year-old granddaughter 

Renuka Nath. The bodies of all the four slain family members have been kept at 

Mahakali Zonal Hospital. All four have rope marks around their necks. It seems they 

were strangled to death by the murderer using rope. </p> 

<p> Karbir‟s son Dharmananda Nath is missing, prompting suspicion that he killed 

the four. Locals say Dharmananda has been mentally ill for more than one year, 

adding to the suspicion. “The family did not have enmity with anyone,” a neighbor 

said, adding, “It seems Dharmananda, who was mentally ill, killed them”. The suspect 

was with the family members until 10 pm Sunday, the neighbor said. The murder 

must have taken place after everybody had gone to sleep. The villagers learnt about 

the incident only in the morning after they forced their way into the house when 

nobody from inside responded to their calls. DhanaDevi and her kids were found in 

one room while mother-in-law Harya Nath was found in another. </p> 
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<p> The neighbors informed Brahma Dev Police Post about the incident. 

Dharmananda‟s father Karbir works in Mumbai, India, while elder-brother is in the 

Armed Police Force (APF). Post-mortem of the four bodies were done at Mahakali 

Zonal Hospital after Karbir‟s eldest son arrived from Kathmandu. The police have 

been searching for absconding Dharmananda while the whole village is living in 

terror with Baijanath Siddhanath Secondary School shut-down after the incident. </p> 

 

Comparable Corpus 3 (Nepali) 

[नागरयक: नेऩारी दैननक ऩबरका 

प्रकाशशत: भॊगरफाय, ३१ साउन २०६८, Tuesday, August 16, 2010, Page 3] 

<p> कञ्चनऩुय को बीभदत्त नगयऩाशरका - ९ भटेना भा आइतफाय यानत एकै घय का 

दईु नाफारक सठहत चाय को हत्मा बएको छ । सदयभुकाभ भहेन्रनगय फाट १० ककशभ 

टाढा भटेना गाउॉ  भा स्थानीम कयिीय नाथ की ऩत्नी , फुहायी , नानत य नानतनी को 

हत्मा बएको हो । भारयनेहरू कयिीयकी ५० फर्ीमा ऩत्नी हयमा नाथ , उनकी २५ िर्ीमा 

फुहायी धनादेिी नाथ , ६ फर्ीम नानत यवि नाथ य चाय िर्ीमा नानतनी येनुका नाथ छन ्

। भारयएका चायै को शि भहाकारी अञ्चर अस्ऩतार भा याखखएको छ । चायै शि को 

घाॉटी भा डोयी को डाभ रे फनाएको घाउ छ । हत्माया रे डोयी रे घाॉटी फेयी हत्मा 

गयेको देखखन्छ । घटना का फखत घय भा ऩाॉच जना भारै र्थए । </p> 

<p> कयिीयको ऩाॉच जना को ऩरयिाय भा छोयो धभातनन्द नाथ पयाय यहेका रे घटना 

भा उनको सॊरग्नता आशॊका गरयएको छ । यानत घयऩरयिाय कै साथ यहेका धभातनन्द 

बफहान घय भा नबेठटए ऩनछ उनी भार्थ को शॊका फशरमो छ । केही िर्तमता धभातनन्द 

को भानशसक अिस्था िीक नबएको स्थानीम रे फताएका छन ्। “ कसैशसत रयसइफी 

र्थएन , झगडा ऩनन कसैशसत बएको देखेनौं ” एक नछभेकी रे बने , “ भानशसक 

अिस्था िीक नबएका रे धभातनन्द रे नै चायै को हत्मा गये जस्तो देखखन्छ ” । डेढ 

फर्त देखख धभातनन्द भानशसक योगी र्थए । उनको केही सभम अनघ बायत को फयेरी भा 
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उऩचाय गरयएको र्थमो । “ और्धी सेिन गरययहेका र्थए , ” नछभेकी करािती नाथ रे 

बननन ् , “ उनी भानशसक तनािभा देखखन्थे ” । यानत दस फजे सम्भ धभातनन्द राई 

ऩरयिाय सॉगै देखेको ती नछभेकी रे फताए । “ यानत दस फजे ऩनछ घटना बएको छ, सफै 

सुतेका फेरा हत्मा गयेको हुन सक्छ , ” छयनछभेककाहरू बन्दै र्थए । भॊगरफाय 

दाहसॊस्काय गरयने ऩारयिारयक स्रोतरे फतामो । घटना फाये गाउॉ रे रे सोभफाय बफहान 

भारै थाहा ऩाएका र्थए । गाईफस्तु पुकाएको देखेऩनछ नछभेकी रे उनीहरू को खोजी 

गयेका र्थए । फाठहय फाट फोराउॉ दा कसैरे केही जिाप नठदए ऩनछ शबर गएय हेदात 

घटनाफाये थाहा ऩाएका र्थए । धानादेिी य उनका दईु नाफारक एउटा कोिा भा 

बेठटएका र्थए बने उनकी सासु हयमा अको कोिा भा बेठटएकी र्थइन ्। </p> 

<p> नछभेकी रे घटना फाये ब्रहभदेि प्रहयी चौकी राई खफय गयेका र्थए । हत्मा ऩनछ 

नाथ ऩरयिाय को घय ननजतन फनेको छ । धभातनन्दका फाफु कयिीय बायत को भुम्फई 

भा काभ गछतन ्बने दाजु सशस्र प्रहयी भा कामतयत छन ्। कयिीय का जेिा छोया 

कािभाडौं फाट आएऩनछ भतृक सफै को भहाकारी अञ्चर अस्ऩतार भा ऩोस्टभाटतभ 

गरयएको र्थमो । घटना ऩनछ गाउॉ  नै रासभा छ । भठहरा तथा फारफाशरका फाठहय 

ननस्कन डयाइयहेका छन ्। गाउॉ  को फैजनाथ शसिनाथ भाध्मशभक विध्मारम फन्द छ । 

पयाय धभातनन्द को खोजी बइयहेको अनुसन्धान का रार्ग घटनास्थर ऩुगेका जजल्रा 

प्रहयी कामातरम का प्रहयी ननयीऺक चक्र शाह रे फताए । „ विशबन्न नाकाभा चेकजाॉच 

गरययहेका छौं , ‟ उनरे बने । </p> 

 

Output of the program as a parallel corpus 3: 

 

S.N. English Sentence Nepali Sentence 

1 Four, including two kids, of the same 

family were brutally murdered at 

matena village of Bhimdutta 

कञ्चनऩुय को बीभदत्त नगयऩाशरका - ९ 

भटेना भा आइतफाय यानत एकै घय का दईु 
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Municipality - 9 in Kanchanpur 

district Sunday night. 

नाफारक सठहत चाय को हत्मा बएको छ । 

2 The wife, daughter-in-law, grandson 

and granddaughter of Karbir Nath, a 

local, were found murdered in their 

home located ten kilometers from 

Mahendranagar. 

सदयभुकाभ भहेन्रनगय फाट १० ककशभ 

टाढा भटेना गाउॉ  भा स्थानीम कयिीय नाथ 

की ऩत्नी , फुहायी , नानत य नानतनी को 

हत्मा बएको हो । 

3 Among those killed are Karbir‟s 50 

year-old wife Harya Nath, 25 year-old 

daughter-in-law Dhanadevi Nath, six 

year-old grandson Ravi Nath and four 

year-old granddaughter Renuka Nath. 

भारयनेहरू कयिीयकी ५० फर्ीमा ऩत्नी 

हयमा नाथ , उनकी २५ िर्ीमा फुहायी 

धनादेिी नाथ , ६ फर्ीम नानत यवि नाथ य 

चाय िर्ीमा नानतनी येनुका नाथ छन ्। 

4 The bodies of all the four slain family 

members have been kept at Mahakali 

Zonal Hospital. 

भारयएका चायै को शि भहाकारी अञ्चर 

अस्ऩतार भा याखखएको छ । 

5 All four have rope marks around their 

necks. 

चायै शि को घाॉटी भा डोयी को डाभ रे 

फनाएको घाउ छ । 

6 It seems they were strangled to death 

by the murderer using rope. 

हत्माया रे डोयी रे घाॉटी फेयी हत्मा गयेको 

देखखन्छ । 

7 Karbir‟s son Dharmananda Nath is 

missing, prompting suspicion that he 

killed the four. 

कयिीयको ऩाॉच जना को ऩरयिाय भा छोयो 

धभातनन्द नाथ पयाय यहेका रे घटना भा 

उनको सॊरग्नता आशॊका गरयएको छ । 

8 Locals say Dharmananda has been 

mentally ill for more than one year, 

adding to the suspicion. 

केही िर्तमता धभातनन्द को भानशसक 

अिस्था िीक नबएको स्थानीम रे 

फताएका छन ्। 

9 “The family did not have enmity with 

anyone,” a neighbor said, adding, “It 

“ कसैशसत रयसइफी र्थएन , झगडा ऩनन 
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seems Dharmananda, who was 

mentally ill, killed them”. 

कसैशसत बएको देखेनौं ” एक नछभेकी रे 

बने , “ भानशसक अिस्था िीक नबएका 

रे धभातनन्द रे नै चायै को हत्मा गये जस्तो 

देखखन्छ ” । 

10 The suspect was with the family 

members until 10 pm Sunday, the 

neighbor said. 

यानत दस फजे सम्भ धभातनन्द राई 

ऩरयिाय सॉगै देखेको ती नछभेकी रे फताए । 

11 The murder must have taken place 

after everybody had gone to sleep. 

“ यानत दस फजे ऩनछ घटना बएको छ, सफै 

सुतेका फेरा हत्मा गयेको हुन सक्छ , ” 

छयनछभेककाहरू बन्दै र्थए । 

12 The villagers learnt about the incident 

only in the morning after they forced 

their way into the house when nobody 

from inside responded to their calls. 

फाठहय फाट फोराउॉ दा कसैरे केही जिाप 

नठदए ऩनछ शबर गएय हेदात घटनाफाये थाहा 

ऩाएका र्थए । 

13 DhanaDevi and her kids were found in 

one room while mother-in-law Harya 

Nath was found in another. 

धानादेिी य उनका दईु नाफारक एउटा 

कोिा भा बेठटएका र्थए बने उनकी सास ु

हयमा अको कोिा भा बेठटएकी र्थइन ्। 

14 The neighbors informed Brahma Dev 

Police Post about the incident. 

नछभेकी रे घटना फाये ब्रहभदेि प्रहयी 

चौकी राई खफय गयेका र्थए । 

15 Dharmananda‟s father Karbir works in 

Mumbai, India, while elder-brother is 

in the Armed Police Force (APF). 

धभातनन्दका फाफु कयिीय बायत को भुम्फई 

भा काभ गछतन ्बने दाजु सशस्र प्रहयी भा 

कामतयत छन ्। 

16 Post-mortem of the four bodies were 

done at Mahakali Zonal Hospital after 

Karbir‟s eldest son arrived from 

Kathmandu. 

कयिीय का जेिा छोया कािभाडौं फाट 

आएऩनछ भतृक सफ ैको भहाकारी अञ्चर 
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अस्ऩतार भा ऩोस्टभाटतभ गरयएको र्थमो 

। 

17 The police have been searching for 

absconding Dharmananda while the 

whole village is living in terror with 

Baijanath Siddhanath Secondary 

School shut-down after the incident. 

धभातनन्दका फाफु कयिीय बायत को भुम्फई 

भा काभ गछतन ्बने दाजु सशस्र प्रहयी भा 

कामतयत छन ्। 

 

Table A.2: Aligned Parallel Sentences in Comparable Corpus 3 

 

Here, in this corpus following measures are found: 

Total No. of Sentences in Source Corpus 17 

   Total No. of sentences in Target Corpus 30 

   No. of aligned sentences 17 

   No. of correctly aligned sentences 16 

   Correct alignments present in the Corpora 17 

   

     Precision 0.941176 

   Recall 0.941176 

   F-measure 0.941176 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.2: - Sentence alignment in Comparable Corpus 3 
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Comparable Corpus 4 (English) [3; 19] 

<p> This book is on the table. This is a book. I have to go to hospital. We read in 

class five. Boys are going to school. A boy is going to school. A boy is sitting on the 

table. A boy is singing a song. This is a good song. She is a good girl. I go to school. 

Boys are playing on the ground. A girl is sitting on the ground. She reads book. I am a 

teacher. A teacher teaches this lesson. This school has a good ground. This song is 

very popular. He teaches in the school. My country is Nepal. He has a book. He is 

popular. This lesson is on this book. </p> 

 

Comparable Corpus 4 (Nepali) [3; 19] 

<p> मो ककताफ टेफुर भा छ । भ य भेयो साथी सॊग सॊगै ककताफ ऩढछौं । मो एउटा 

ककताफ हो । भ कािभाण्डौं भा फस्छु । हाभी कऺा ऩाॉच भा ऩढ्छौं । केटाहरू 

विध्मारम जाॊदै छन ्। एउटा केटा विध्मारम जाॉदै छ । एउटा केटा टेफुर भा 

फशसयहेको छ । एउटा केटा गीत गाउॉ दै छ । मो एउटा याम्रो गीत हो । ऊनी एउटा 

याम्रो केटी हुन ्। भ विध्मारम जान्छु । केटाहरू चौय भा खेल्दै छन ्। एउटा केटी चौय 

भा फशसयहेकक छ । ऊनी ककताफ ऩढ्नछन ्। भ एउटा शशऺक हुॉ । भराइ ककताफ ऩढ्न 

साहै्र याम्रो राग्छ । एउटा शशऺक मो ऩाि ऩढाउॉछ । मो विध्मारम सॊग याम्रो चौय छ 

। मो गीत धेयै प्रख्मात छ । ऊ विध्मारम भा ऩढाउॉछ । भेयो देश नेऩार हो । ऊ सॊग 

ककताफ छ । ऊ प्रख्मात छ । मो ऩाि मो ककताफ भा छ । </p> 

 

Output of the program as a parallel corpus 4: 

 

S.N. English Sentence Nepali Sentence 

1 This book is on the table. मो ककताफ टेफुर भा छ । 

2  This is a book. मो ककताफ टेफुर भा छ । 

3 I have to go to hospital. मो ककताफ टेफुर भा छ । 

4  We read in class five. हाभी कऺा ऩाॉच भा ऩढ्छौं । 
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5  Boys are going to school. केटाहरू विध्मारम जाॉदै छन ्। 

6  A boy is going to school. एउटा केटा विध्मारम जाॉदै छ । 

7  A boy is sitting on the table. एउटा केटा टेफुर भा फशसयहेको छ । 

8  A boy is singing a song. एउटा केटा गीत गाउॉ दै छ । 

9  This is a good song. मो एउटा याम्रो गीत हो । 

10  She is a good girl. ऊनी एउटा याम्रो केटी हुन ्। 

11  I go to school. भ कािभाण्डौं भा फस्छु । 

12  Boys are playing on the ground. केटाहरू चौय भा खेल्दै छन ्। 

13  A girl is sitting on the ground. एउटा केटी चौय भा फशसयहेकक छ । 

14  She reads book. ऊनी ककताफ ऩढ्नछन ्। 

15  I am a teacher. भ एउटा शशऺक हुॉ । 

16  A teacher teaches this lesson. एउटा शशऺक मो ऩाि ऩढाउॉछ । 

17  This school has a good ground. मो विध्मारम सॊग याम्रो चौय छ । 

18  This song is very popular. मो गीत धेयै प्रख्मात छ । 

19  He teaches in the school. ऊ विध्मारम भा ऩढाउॉछ । 

20  My country is Nepal. भेयो देश नेऩार हो । 

21  He has a book. ऊ सॊग ककताफ छ । 

22  He is popular. ऊ सॊग ककताफ छ । 

23  This lesson is on this book. मो ऩाि मो ककताफ भा छ । 

 

Table A.3: Aligned Parallel Sentences in Comparable Corpus 4 

 

Here, the following measures are found: 

Total No. of Sentences in Source Corpus 23 
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Total No. of sentences in Target Corpus 25 

   No. of aligned sentences 23 

   No. of correctly aligned sentences 19 

   Correct alignments present in the Corpora 22 

   

     Precision 0.826087 

   Recall 0.863636 

   F-measure 0.844444 

   

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.3: - Sentence alignment in Comparable Corpus 4 

 

Comparable Corpus 5 (English) 

[Social Studies – Grade 9, Readmore Publishers and distributors, 

Second Edition-2066 B.S., page no. 17] 

<p> The basic facilities, means, resources and services available for the economic and 

social development are called infrastructures of development. Apart from the means 

and resources, a stable government and well developed infrastructures is required for 

the development of a country. People living in a community should be provided 

certain facilities and services. There is a great importance of the basic facilities and 

services in the economic and social development of a country. Such facilities and 

services are available in developed countries. Whereas, people are well educated and 

they unite together to bring about development in their countries. </p> 
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<p> Nepal is a mountainous country. Geographically, there are different kinds of 

landscapes ranging from high mountains (Himalayas), hills, valleys, inner plains and 

the Terai in Nepal. There are many rivers flowing down from the Himalayas. These 

rivers and rivulets are not only sources of drinking water, but they can be used to 

operate water-mills, small-scale hydroelectric projects, irrigation canals, etc. The 

undulating landscapes and varying elevations of our country are in fact nature‟s 

resources. It is important for us to utilize these means and resources properly for our 

economic and social development. </p> 

 

Comparable Corpus 5 (Nepali) 

[साभाजजक अध्ममन – कऺा ९, प्रकाशक: नेऩार सयकाय, शशऺा भन्रारम, ऩाठ्मक्रभ 

विकास केन्र, सानोठिभी, बक्तऩुय – २०६४ ऩेज न.१४] 

<p> भुरुक को आर्थतक तथा साभाजजक विकास का ननजम्त उऩरब्ध गयाइने आधायबूत 

सेिा सुविधाराई विकास का ऩूिातधाय बननन्छ । देश विकास का रार्ग भार्थ ठदइएका 

स्रोत य साधन का अनतरयक्त विकास का ऩूिातधाय , ननभातण तथा कामातन्िमन गनत 

जस्थय सयकाय को आिश्मकता ऩदतछ । सभुदाम भा फस्ने भाननसहरू का रार्ग ननजश्चत 

ककशसभ का सेिा य सुविधाहरू उऩरब्ध गयाइएको हुनु ऩदतछ । भुरुक को आर्थतक तथा 

साभाजजक विकास का रार्ग आधायबूत सेिा तथा सुविधाहरू को िूरो भहत्ि हुन्छ । 

विकशसत भुरुकहरू भा त्मस्ता आधायबूत सेिा य सुविधाहरू उऩरब्ध हुन्छन ् , त्मस्ता 

भुरुकहरू भा भाननसहरू शशक्षऺत हुन्छन ्य आपै जुटेय त्मस कामत भा राग्दछन ्। 

</p> 

<p> नेऩार एक ऩहाडी भुरुक हो । नेऩार को बू-धयातर हेने हो बने उत्तय नतय यहेका 

उच्च ठहभऩिततहरू देखख शरएय दक्षऺण भा सभथर भैदान  , ऩहाडी ऺेर , उऩत्मका 

आठद यहेका छन ्। महाॉ ठहभारम फाट ठहउॉ  ऩग्रेय आएका नदीहरू छन ्। मी नदी , 

छाॉगा-छहया रे गदात हाभी राई वऩउने ऩानी उऩरब्ध हुनुका साथै सोही ऩानी को 

सदऩुमोग गयेय िाउॉ िाउॉ  भा ऩानीघट्ट , स-साना जरविध्मुत ्आमोजना , शसॉचाइ को कुरो 
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ऩनन फनाइएका छन ्। हाम्रो देश भा अग्रोहोचो बूधयातर नै प्राकृनतक ियदान फनेको 

छ । नतनको सदऩुमोग गनत हाभीराई ताशरभ प्राप्त प्राविर्धक जनशजक्त को खाॉचो छ 

। हाभी रे मी प्राकृनतक स्रोत तथा साधन राई प्रमोग भा ल्माउनु आिश्मक छ । 

</p> 

 

Output of the program as a parallel corpus 5: 

 

S.N. English Sentence Nepali Sentence 

1 The basic facilities, means, resources 

and services available for the 

economic and social development are 

called infrastructures of development. 

भुरुक को आर्थतक तथा साभाजजक 

विकास का ननजम्त उऩरब्ध गयाइने 

आधायबूत सेिा सुविधाराई विकास का 

ऩूिातधाय बननन्छ । 

2 Apart from the means and resources, a 

stable government and well developed 

infrastructures is required for the 

development of a country. 

देश विकास का रार्ग भार्थ ठदइएका स्रोत 

य साधन का अनतरयक्त विकास का 

ऩूिातधाय , ननभातण तथा कामातन्िमन गनत 

जस्थय सयकाय को आिश्मकता ऩदतछ । 

3 People living in a community should 

be provided certain facilities and 

services. 

सभुदाम भा फस्ने भाननसहरू का रार्ग 

ननजश्चत ककशसभ का सेिा य सुविधाहरू 

उऩरब्ध गयाइएको हुन ुऩदतछ । 

4 There is a great importance of the 

basic facilities and services in the 

economic and social development of a 

country. 

भुरुक को आर्थतक तथा साभाजजक 

विकास का रार्ग आधायबूत सेिा तथा 

सुविधाहरू को िूरो भहत्ि हुन्छ । 

5 Such facilities and services are 

available in developed countries. 

विकशसत भुरुकहरू भा त्मस्ता आधायबूत 

सेिा य सुविधाहरू उऩरब्ध हुन्छन ् , 
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त्मस्ता भुरुकहरू भा भाननसहरू शशक्षऺत 

हुन्छन ् य आपै जुटेय त्मस कामत भा 

राग्दछन ्। 

6 Whereas, people are well educated 

and they unite together to bring about 

development in their countries. 

विकशसत भुरुकहरू भा त्मस्ता आधायबूत 

सेिा य सुविधाहरू उऩरब्ध हुन्छन ् , 

त्मस्ता भुरुकहरू भा भाननसहरू शशक्षऺत 

हुन्छन ् य आपै जुटेय त्मस कामत भा 

राग्दछन ्। 

7 Nepal is a mountainous country. नेऩार एक ऩहाडी भुरुक हो । 

8 Geographically, there are different 

kinds of landscapes ranging from high 

mountains (Himalayas), hills, valleys, 

inner plains and the Terai in Nepal. 

नेऩार को ब-ूधयातर हेने हो बने उत्तय 

नतय यहेका उच्च ठहभऩिततहरू देखख शरएय 

दक्षऺण भा सभथर भैदान  , ऩहाडी ऺेर , 

उऩत्मका आठद यहेका छन ्। 

9 There are many rivers flowing down 

from the Himalayas. 

महाॉ ठहभारम फाट ठहउॉ  ऩग्रेय आएका 

नदीहरू छन ्। 

10 These rivers and rivulets are not only 

sources of drinking water, but they 

can be used to operate water-mills, 

small-scale hydroelectric projects, 

irrigation canals, etc. 

मी नदी , छाॉगा-छहया रे गदात हाभी राई 

वऩउने ऩानी उऩरब्ध हुनुका साथै सोही 

ऩानी को सदऩुमोग गयेय िाउॉ िाउॉ  भा 

ऩानीघट्ट , स-साना जरविध्मुत ्आमोजना 

, शसॉचाइ को कुरो ऩनन फनाइएका छन ्। 

11 The undulating landscapes and 

varying elevations of our country are 

in fact nature‟s resources. 

हाम्रो देश भा अग्रोहोचो बूधयातर नै 

प्राकृनतक ियदान फनेको छ । 
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12 It is important for us to utilize these 

means and resources properly for our 

economic and social development. 

मी नदी , छाॉगा-छहया रे गदात हाभी राई 

वऩउने ऩानी उऩरब्ध हुनुका साथै सोही 

ऩानी को सदऩुमोग गयेय िाउॉ िाउॉ  भा 

ऩानीघट्ट , स-साना जरविध्मुत ्आमोजना 

, शसॉचाइ को कुरो ऩनन फनाइएका छन ्। 

 

Table A.4: Aligned Parallel Sentences in Comparable Corpus 5 

 

Here, in this corpus we found following measures: 

Total No. of Sentences in Source Corpus 12 

   Total No. of sentences in Target Corpus 12 

   No. of aligned sentences 12 

   No. of correctly aligned sentences 11 

   Correct alignments present in the Corpora 12 

   

     Precision 0.916667 

   Recall 0.916667 

   F-measure 0.916667 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: - Sentence alignment in Comparable Corpus 5 
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Appendix B: Code for Implementation 
 

Source Code to make Dictionary/to read Dictionary 

 

  public static String makeDictionary(String arg) throws Exception 

    {       

        int count = 0; 

        String test[] = arg.split(" "); 

        ArrayList<Integer> list = new ArrayList<Integer>();        

        for(int j=0; j<test.length; j++) 

        { 

            count = 0; 

            Scanner in = new Scanner(new File("D:\\thesis\\dictionary\\dicEng.txt")); 

            while(in.hasNext()) 

            { 

                String s = in.next(); 

                if(s.equalsIgnoreCase(test[j])) 

                { 

                    list.add(count); 

                } 

                count++; 

            } 

            in.close(); 

        } 

        String nep = ""; 

        for(int i=0; i<list.size(); i++) 

        { 

            count = 0; 

            Charset ch1 = Charset.forName("UTF-8"); 

            FileInputStream ncorpus1 =  new 

FileInputStream("D:\\thesis\\dictionary\\dicNep.txt"); 

            InputStreamReader irn1 = new InputStreamReader(ncorpus1,ch1); 

            BufferedReader nr1 = new BufferedReader(irn1); 

            while(true) 
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            { 

                String str = nr1.readLine(); 

                if(count == list.get(i)) 

                { 

                    nep = nep + str + " "; 

                    break; 

                } 

                count++; 

            } 

            nr1.close(); 

        } 

        return nep; 

    }//method makeDictionary ends here 

 

Source code to make paralale corpora 

public static void makeParallelSentences() throws Exception 

    { 

        int countPoint = 0; 

        //for wrtintg in neplai file 

        Charset ch1 = Charset.forName("UTF-8"); 

        FileOutputStream ncorpus1 =  new 

FileOutputStream("D:\\thesis\\dictionary\\paralelNep.txt"); 

        OutputStreamWriter irn1 = new OutputStreamWriter(ncorpus1,ch1); 

        BufferedWriter nr1 = new BufferedWriter(irn1); 

 

        //for writing in english file 

        PrintStream out = new PrintStream(new 

File("D:\\thesis\\dictionary\\paralelEng.txt")); 

 

        for(int i=0; i<strEngFinalParaArr.length; i++) 

        { 

            int n = countLine(strEngFinalParaArr[i]); 

            String engLine[] = new String[n]; 
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            int m = countLine(strNepFinalParaArr[i]); 

            String nepLine[] = new String[m]; 

 

            int index = 0; 

            String s = ""; 

            //tokenize the english sentecnes from ith paragraph 

            for(int j=0; j<strEngFinalParaArr[i].length(); j++) 

            { 

                s = s + String.valueOf(strEngFinalParaArr[i].charAt(j)); 

                if(strEngFinalParaArr[i].charAt(j) == '.') 

                { 

                    engLine[index] = s; 

                    index ++; 

                    s = ""; 

                }                

            } 

            index  = 0; 

            s = "";             

            //tokenize the nepali sentecnes from ith paragraph 

            for(int j=0; j<strNepFinalParaArr[i].length(); j++) 

            { 

                s = s + String.valueOf(strNepFinalParaArr[i].charAt(j)); 

                if(strNepFinalParaArr[i].charAt(j) == '।') 

                { 

                    nepLine[index] = s; 

                    index ++; 

                    s = ""; 

                } 

            } 

FileOutputStream("D:\\thesis\\dictionary\\paralelNep.txt"); 

            int termFrequency = 0; 

            int max = 0; 

            String ansNep = ""; 
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            String hee = ""; 

            for(int j=0; j<engLine.length; j++) 

            { 

                max = 0; 

                out.println(engLine[j]); 

                out.println(); 

                String eq = makeDictionary(engLine[j].substring(0, engLine[j].length()-2)); 

                String nepArr[] = eq.split(" "); 

                for(int k=0; k<nepLine.length; k++) 

                { 

                    String nepLineArr[] = nepLine[k].split(" "); 

                    for(int i1=0; i1<nepArr.length; i1++) 

                    { 

                        for(int j1=0; j1<nepLineArr.length; j1++) 

                        { 

      

                           if(nepArr[i1].equalsIgnoreCase(nepLineArr[j1])) 

                            { 

                                termFrequency = termFrequency + 1; 

                                break;//continue; 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                    if(max < termFrequency) 

                    { 

                        //System.out.println("max = "+max); 

                        max = termFrequency;                         

                        ansNep = nepLine[k]; 

                        hee = hee + ansNep + ":" + max + "\n"; 

                       // termFrequency = 0; 

                    } 

                    termFrequency = 0; 

                } 

                //write the ansNep to parlalelNep file 
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                nr1.write(ansNep); 

                nr1.newLine(); 

            } 

             

            System.out.println(); 

      } 

        nr1.close(); 

            out.close(); 

        System.out.println(); 

 

Source code for parsing file 

 

String nepText = ""; 

        Charset ch1 = Charset.forName("UTF-8"); 

        FileInputStream ncorpus1 =  new FileInputStream("D:\\thesis\\comparable 

corpora\\NepaliCorpora.txt"); 

        InputStreamReader irn1 = new InputStreamReader(ncorpus1,ch1); 

        BufferedReader nr1 = new BufferedReader(irn1);     

        while(true) 

        { 

            String str = nr1.readLine(); 

            if(str == null) 

                break; 

            nepText = nepText +str; 

        } 

        nr1.close(); 

        String strNepArr[] = nepText.split("<p>"); 

 

        //put all final paragraphs 

        strNepFinalParaArr = new String[strNepArr.length - 1]; 

        int count = 0; 

        for(int i=1; i<strNepArr.length; i++) 

        { 

            int n = strNepArr[i].length(); 
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            strNepFinalParaArr[count] = strNepArr[i].substring(0,n-5); 

            count++; 

        } 

 

        //read englsih corpus 

        Scanner fileEngInput = new Scanner(new File("D:\\thesis\\comparable corpora\\ 

EnglishCorpora.txt")); 

        String strEng = ""; 

        while(fileEngInput.hasNext()) 

        { 

            strEng = strEng +  fileEngInput.nextLine(); 

        } 

        fileEngInput.close(); 

 

        System.out.println("Englsih string is "+ strEng); 

        String strEngArr[] = strEng.split("<p>"); 

 

        strEngFinalParaArr = new String[strEngArr.length-1]; 

        count = 0; 

        for(int i=1; i<strEngArr.length; i++) 

        {            

            strEngFinalParaArr[count] = strEngArr[i];             

            count++; 

        } 

 


